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GCH—THE MAJOR MYSTERIOUS DISEASES
ARE HITTING WITH A VENGEANCE UNSEEN IN
HISTORICAL MEMORY. THIS WILL BE COMING
SHORTLY TO YOUR SMALL SCREENS, READERS.
PAY ATTENTION, FOR YOU DON’T HAVE
ALZHEIMER’S, FRIENDS, YOU HAVE BASICALLY
IRREVERSIBLE ENCEPHALOPATHY. “AIDS” PALES
BESIDE THE ONCOMING ENCEPHALOPATHIES.
COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
God does NOT leave you without resources
or recourse. Those nasty habits are of human
MAN! It is MAN that tears down that which
can serve in honor, truth and ultimate
FREEDOM—but mankind seems to prefer the
tricks of the “great trickster”, the adversary.
I am asked why we write on something with no
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OBVIOUS way to help selves and in this case of BSE
and CJD? We don’t, for we DO know what can
counter the invasion of, at the least, prions (the
protein invaders). We simply don’t know how to
reach out to the people, for the assaults to stop
such information flow is hard and insanely limiting.
Get yourselves a subscription to CONTACT AND
STAY INFORMED. We cannot hold hands and
spoon-feed you your Gaiandriana nor shall we
scatter the precious commodity to the winds and to
those who will but rewrite the formulae to suit
themselves (and for the people of Appalachia and
Ethiopia as presented prior to now by the
“Watchers”). You destroy your own remedies.
You CAN get information on Gaiandriana
through this paper and stay posted if you care
enough to save yourself—for no one else shall
do it FOR you. However, as parents it is your
RESPONSIBILITY to do that which can be
done for your children. GOD CREATES A
PLACE FOR YOUR EXPERIENCING; YOU
MUST DO THE EXPERIENCING!
As to Gaiandriana?
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Well, NO, you will NOT find it as a scientific result
of some Drug House production. In the end, with
mature Drias, you will have only a testing as
“ionized and enhanced” water. However, the water
molecules themselves are living crystals of DNARNA-MITOCHONDRIA “chips” awaiting your
“programming”. It requires very little as to
quantity intake at any given time but needs intake
several times daily as the cycles take full circle.
Then just a bit (a few drops) per day a couple of
times, will maintain. It simply allows your body to
degrade the “mutant” protein invaders. This is
NOT a drug, a medicine or anything so complicated.
Drias themselves are so ancient that for centuries
you did not have them available at all. We aren’t
going to tamper with that, please, and more especially
at this time. This is why, however, the FDA was
called in by the miscreants trying to steal the rest of
our property, and yes indeed, by Ms. V.K. Durham
(who boasted of her notifying the FDA, BATF and
other agencies because New Gaia put out silver colloid
with improper information on its label). It failed to
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have “Supplement; No proven value”. But NO,
Gaiandriana was not brought even to inspection.
I believe you can see WHY it is with great reluctance
that any of our “team” wish to assist anyone!
Here I am going to remind V. K. Durham that
we sent “help” to Russell in the form of several of
these things AND HE GOT MUCH BETTER
QUICKLY. Perhaps that is why Mad Cow took
over her brain and time schedule for getting
everything structured for herself? Miracle?
No, goodness no! We had medical professionals on
the team and on the job at the time—we simply
want nothing more to do with such evil persons.
We do NOT practice medicine, law, graft or
corruption. Pretty dull, we have to suppose, is
our existence. However, GOD WINS, readers,
and so too do those who honorably wish to help
themselves and their brethren. May we please
now move on to PART 3 of this topic.
I ask first, however, that it be understood that
we take only partial credit for information shared
here as with these “research”-type writings. In that
we need to state that we conform to the “Fair Use”
considerations under the laws pertaining to such
material. Since our purpose is only to advance
understanding of environmental, political, human
rights, economic, democratic, scientific and social
justice issues we believe this constitutes a ‘fair use’
of any such material that may have copyright
coverage. Most of our information is relative to
research types of writings but we do not wish to
impinge on any proprietary interests. If you wish
full information on these topics, please go directly
to the authors regarding the information. We only
wish to inform, not circumvent any resource.
With this stated we will please pick up directly
where we interrupted the presentation yesterday:
PART 3 (MAD COW DISEASE)
E. WHY THE PROBLEM WILL GET WORSE
There are a large number of reasons why this
problem is going to keep getting worse. There
are far more than a dozen of them. Others are
explained elsewhere in this study:
1. YOU CAN GET BSE FROM ANY PART OF
AN ANIMAL.
Mammals contract BSE, scrapie and CJD by eating
the flesh of other infected mammals. Blood, corneal
transplants and hormonal injections can also transmit it.
This would include pituitary, thyroid and insulin
injections. [H: These sources are listed because
there have been KNOWN and PROVEN cases
stemming from these specific transfers.]
2. U.S. AND BRITISH SHEEP WERE INFECTED
AT THE SAME TIME.
Both U.S. and British sheep were infected
simultaneously back in the 1940s from
research waste discarded by scientists trying to
figure out the cause of Kuru.
3. AS EARLY AS THE 1970s, BOTH THE
U.S. AND BRITISH SCRAPIE SHEEP WERE
BEING FED TO CATTLE.
Scrapie appeared in sheep in both the U.S. and
Britain by the 1970s. In both countries, the dead
sheep were sent to rendering plants which turned
them into protein powder, which was fed to cows.
That spread the disease widely.
4. CATTLE ARE NOT CHECKED FOR THE
DISEASE BEFORE THEY ARE SLAUGHTERED.
The USDA in America only studies the brains of 100
cows per every 100,000. That is an extremely small sample.

5. BSE/CJD CANNOT BE DETECTED DURING
INCUBATION.
BSE and CJD cause no antibody response. When
infection enters an animal or human, the victim’s
immune system shows no sign of fighting the infection
as it does with bacteria, germs and viruses. This is
because the immune system can neither detect nor fight
it. Scientists cannot use the antibody search method to
see if someone is sick, as is done with AIDS.
No scientist can tell if a cow or human is in an
incubating phase of BSE/CJD. The only exception
is brain biopsies, and that is not done until after
death occurs. There are no tests, no genetic markers.
Prions are not reliably found in urine. Prions can
be seen in brain tissue, but you cannot open the
skull of a live mammal to scoop them out.
6. IT CAN TAKE YEARS BEFORE THE
FULL-BLOWN DISEASE APPEARS.
CJD disease takes between 10 and 50 years to eat
away the human brain. In cows, death strikes as early
as one year after exposure, as late as eight. If a cow
whose milk you are drinking has it, her calf,
sent to be a veal chop last winter had it when
you ate him. An older cow may fall over dead
with it, but meanwhile her infected calves have
long since been slaughtered and served at dinner
tables. The long incubation period means the
farmer cannot see that the animal is ill.
[H: BEWARE: Wild deer/elk form of mad cow
manifests more quickly and while the reason for
this is not clear it is a fact that invasion and death
in the victim are much more quickly course-run.]
7. BSE CAN BE TRANSMITTED TO AN
ANIMAL OFFSPRING.
It can cause a genetic mutation, which is
transmissible. Therefore, we should consider it
possible that humans could transfer it to their
offspring. Animals can pass it to their offspring—
cow to calf, ewe to lamb, chicken to egg. This
is why the FDA has demanded that all donors to
the blood supply answer the question, “Has anyone
in your family died of Creutzfeldt-Jakob
Disease”? The disease is 100% inherited in
animals and is feared to be (but not proven) in
humans. One drop of blood of a parent is
believed to infect all descendents (i.e., in the
animal kingdom and very possibly in humans).
8. PEOPLE HAVE BEEN DYING FASTER
FROM CJD THAN EARLIER.
It was once thought humans could incubate
the disease for up to five decades without going
into the final dementia stage, but lately British
teens have been dying of it.
9. FARMERS MAKE TOO MUCH PROFIT,
SELLING DEAD COWS FOR ANIMAL FEED,
FOR THEM TO STOP.
Farmers have to pay $500 in order to have an
autopsy done on a dead cow. But they can sell it
to a nearby rendering plant for $100. Then it is
processed into cow food.
10. THE U.S. BAN ON ANIMALS IN FEED
IS BEING IGNORED.
In America, there is now a ban on putting
animals that died into feed. But it is well-known
that it is being done anyway.
11. THE USDA HAS NOT BANNED BLOOD IN
ANIMAL FEED.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture banned
diseased meat in animal feeds; but, to date, it has
not banned putting blood from dead animals into
the feedstocks. That link is contaminating the
cattle of America today.
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12. EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO KILL PRIONS
BSE and CJD prions cannot be killed the way
we fought the plague, cholera epidemics, or
Ebola—which is generally done by burning
bodies. BSE/CJD is passed on by means of
prions, which are proteins that degrade at 800
degrees F.
That is far higher than the
temperature which would reduce them to ash.
13. INFECTED MEAT SHOULD NOT BE BURNED.
Burning is a bad idea, as prion molecules go
up in the smoke, become airborne and fall back
on the land. Britain is now considering burning
5 million cows soon, which will loose the prions
into the air, to fall back on the land and into the
lakes and rivers. [H: Obviously, that has already
taken place and yet continues.]
14. PRIONS INFECT EVERY PART OF THE
BODY, NOT JUST THE BRAIN.
Although BSE/CJD attacks brains, it is in every
part of the victim. Therefore every part of the
cow is affected. None of it should be eaten. This
contamination cannot be removed by cooking.
15. DO NOT USE BLOOD MEAL IN YOUR
GARDEN. [H: And right here is where we must
focus on organic growing where all sorts of
organic growth enhancers are used instead of
chemicals. Not good, readers, for manure from
infected animals or birds is one of the most
contaminated products. Blood meal and/or bone
meal are extremely suspect. These prions can
then be passed right on through the plants into
the seeds, berries and fruit. Some grains, such
as Spelta, are highly resistant and are preferable
as are lentils in the bean family.]
A British “vegan” woman caught CJD simply
by dusting her roses with blood meal.
16.
THOUSANDS
OF
COWS
ARE
MYSTERIOUSLY DYING IN AMERICA.
Since 1981 the United States has had thousands
of “downer” cows. These are cows which have died
mysteriously. Dr. Richard Marsh, a virologist on
the veterinary staff at the University of
Wisconsin at Madison, says he has s e e n 1 0 0
cases of BSE in America between 1981 and
1989. If the prions entered U.S. beef 15 years
ago and have been multiplying ever since, a
million cows could be infected. In order not to
disturb the public, the fact that so many cows
are dying is being kept from them.
17. MORE ON THE “DOWNER COWS”
SYNDROME IN AMERICA
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the
National Institutes of Health first explored a
connection between BSE, animal foods and dementia
as far back as 1981, when American cows began to
come down with a mystery disease known as
“Downer Cow Syndrome”, suspiciously like BSE.
Many of the downers had previously exhibited
symptoms of the jitters, others just suddenly
dropped dead. Their brains were fed to mink who
quickly manifested Mad Mink disease. In any
case, downer cow corpses revealed BSE brain
pathology; yet not a peep came from these
scientists, not a whispered word to the farmers
to stop rendering sheep into cattle feed, not a
warning to the public to stop feeding beef to
children. Since then, American farmers were
allowed to sell sheep corpses for 28 years and
cow corpses for 17.
18. CJD DEATHS ARE OCCURRING NOW
IN AMERICA, BUT THEY ARE BEING
MISLABELED AS ALZHEIMER’S.
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CJD mortality figures hide behind the skirts of
Alzheimer’s. Some U.S. doctors know the truth
yet haven’t blown any whistles.
The U.S. Veterans Hospital in Pittsburgh
autopsied 53 sequential Alzheimer’s victims.
Sampling #1 shows 5.6% had died of CJD;
sampling #2 showed 6.3% had died of CJD.
Alzheimer’s death tolls are doubling and tripling
in America, but this is not characteristic of a
genetic disease. The rate of genetic diseases
does not continually increase.
People dying of CJD are being diagnosed as
having Alzheimer’s. That is why there are “no
CJD (mad cow) human deaths” in America. A
related problem is that labs will not test patients
suspected of having CJD.
19. PRIVATE LABS ARE AFRAID TO LET CJD
TISSUE IN THE DOOR TO BE EXAMINED.
They would have to burn down the lab in order
to be certain they had cleansed it of the prions.
Dr. Richard Deandrea, a Los Angeles physician, who
has studied CJD and BSE extensively, tells of his first
CJD patient. After her death, which featured
symptoms atypical of Alzheimer’s (fingers numb,
blindness, slurred speech, weak knees), Deandrea
dogged the Center for Disease Control (CDC) in
Atlanta for a pathologist who would provide him
with an autopsy to see if it might be CJD.
CDC evaded his phone calls for three weeks.
Finally, a female CDC staffer told him that off the
record—she would deny it later—“CJD is an issue
no pathologist will deal with, a virtual death
sentence to a lab. A well-trained pathologist
knows the quarantine would never be lifted. You
couldn’t sterilize the lab to OSHA protocols. It
would have to be gutted, incinerated. Forget it.
Your patient died of Alzheimer’s.” So, there
may well be CJD deaths but there are not
likely to be many CJD death certificates.
20. IF YOU DIE OF CJD, YOU WILL
OFFICIALLY
BE
LISTED
AS
AN
ALZHEIMER’S VICTIM.
This is because no laboratory in America will
knowingly do an autopsy on anyone suspected of
having died of CJD. That Pittsburgh hospital
would not have made those autopsies if the staff
had known they were working with CJD.
The problem is that the prions cannot be
eradicated by normal methods. One researcher said
that, while we keep eating our burgers, officially on
all our death certificates we are going to die of
Alzheimer’s, not CJD. That Pittsburgh veteran’s
hospital sampling never hit the major news wires.
21. BEWARE! BSE COW PARTS COULD BE
IN MORE PRODUCTS THAN YOU THOUGHT
POSSIBLE.
Gelatin caps, used to enclose vitamins and
minerals, come from cows. Break them in your
mouth and immediately spit out the gelatin.
Glandular supplements from animals come from
cattle or pigs. The glue on your envelopes and
postage stamps comes from dead cows.
22. EVEN MORE THAN AIDS, BSE IS THE MOST
PREVALENT, VIRULENT DISEASE TO HIT THIS
PLANET SINCE THE PLAGUE OF THE DARK AGES.
You can only avoid it by refusing to eat
anything which contains meat. [H: Oh come on,
readers, who is going to believe such a lie?
They have already told you that you can’t
even eat dirt because it too is infected. It is
just not that simple any way you try to look at
it.] Forget Ebola which kills you so fast you

can’t move ten feet and give it to anyone else—
an epidemic which trained medical personnel can
rather quickly eliminate.
23. SCRAPIE SHEEP ARE FED TO FEEDER
CATTLE.
That is how the USDA gets around the
prohibition on feeding scrapie sheep to the cows you
eat! Ted Koppel interviewed Dr. Richard Marsh on
Nightline a year ago. It went like this. Koppel:
“But we in the U.S.A. don’t feed sheep brains to cows,
do we?” Marsh blinked, “I don’t know where your
information comes from, but we do.” He was
instantly cut off by a commercial and did not
reappear that night.
The truth is, virologist Marsh, a seasoned
veterinarian, knows of what he speaks. He observed
this problem in Wisconsin from 1981 to 1989.
Dead sheep were fed to feeder cattle which,
a f t e r fattening, were used to feed thousands of
other cows who have bred thousands of animals.
24. PIGS AND CHICKENS ARE ALSO
FATTENED WITH ANIMAL-BASED FEEDS.
There are several types of powder from
ground-up feeder cattle which are sold to farmers
to fatten up their livestock. It consists of the
remains of diseased animal parts and blood.
25. PRIONS LIKE IT IN AMERICA.
All the same, the beat goes on. On March 20,
1996, the very day that Minister Dorrell lit the fuse
on the Mad-Cow bomb in London, a Florida man
died of CJD. His wife gave a TV interview
describing his shaking knees, his lack of coordination,
quick slipping into a vegetative state, followed by
death and said that her husband had never traveled
abroad in his life. Why would he have to? Prions
enjoy the American climate.
26. HOW TO SILENCE THE MEDIA.
The beef industry frightened the TV networks into
a news blackout on the subject. They are now afraid
to discuss the subject. The Oprah Winfrey Show
interviewed an ex-beef rancher who had seen U.S. sheep
and cows dying of BSE. Immediately, beef dropped 150
points on the commodities market; and the beef industry,
under the guise of “Texas cattlemen”, sued Oprah for
daring to openly discuss the subject.
Even though she was found not guilty by a Texas
jury, no television network is likely to talk about mad
sheep and cows for a while. But the beef industry
actually won. They got their message across to the
major networks: Tell too much about mad cow, and
we will see you in court.
Small stations are more likely to reveal CJD death
statistics. In California, KCAL-TV News reported
recent CJD deaths, one in Stockton and the other in San
Francisco. Dr. Richard Deandrea knew of a death in
Lancaster, California, and another in Minnesota—all in
the previous few weeks, yet the NIH claims it knows
of only 11 CJD deaths since 1994.
27. BYPASS PROTEIN ANIMAL FEEDS ARE
DEADLY.
Scientists who invented the “bypass protein”
method of feeding livestock (taking the rendered
corpse of a dead animal, grinding it into meat meal,
mixing it in with grains) have turned an attractive
planet into a potential graveyard. Scientists who
turned healthy herbivores into cannibals may have
shot themselves and humanity in the collective hoof.
In order to make a lot more money in the short term,
the meat industry will eventually destroy itself.
28. FEEDING DISEASED ANIMALS TO GRAZING
STOCK ALSO PRODUCES OTHER DISEASES IN THE
PEOPLE WHO LATER EAT THAT LIVESTOCK.
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Even if there were no prions lurking, when you feed
an herbivore protein, its body produces ptomaines,
which cause lesions or tubercules in its body.
That means tuberculosis. In 1989, the national
Association of Federal Veterinarians decided to
create a “test-balloon” state. They allowed
California to sell meat infected with tuberculosis,
a practice illegal since 1906. TB immediately
went up 36% in the Sunshine state. We do not
need any more test balloons.
29. HORMONES SICKEN THE LIVESTOCK
YOU EAT.
Bovine immune systems have been destroyed by
several other common practices. One example is the
massive daily injections of synthetic growth/lactation
hormones which exhaust the cow who is chemically
stimulated to give 40% more milk. It costs the
dairy farmer $400 a year per head for all the
drugs and chemicals he has to inject or feed his
cows. They are walking chemical plants.
30. ANTIBIOTICS ARE GIVEN TO KEEP
THE WEAKENED LIVESTOCK ALIVE.
All those medicinal drugs are necessary to ward off
the multiple infections caused by the other chemicals
given to the livestock. One problem leads to another.
31. AND THERE IS MORE.
Consider the painful mutilation of cows with more
than four teats. (Many have eight teats—extras are
amputated without anesthetics.)
Then there’s
dehorning, also done without anesthetics. Keep in mind
the hormones of grief created in Bessie when her
offspring is calf-napped on its second day of life.
This is followed for 305 days while the milk intended
for the calf is taken by the farmer. That ends with a
two-day starvation period (no food or water), to
dry up her milk and get her ready to “calve” again.
A happy cow would live 25 years on a happy farm.
A dairy cow is exhausted at three to five years of age.
Her reward: She is slaughtered and her poor,
suffering corpse is eaten by humans as burger.
32. THE PRUSINER REPORT
The definitive U.S. report on prions was
written by a leading prion researcher, Dr. Stanley
Prusiner. He is a professor of neurology and
biochemistry at the University of California School
of Medicine, in San Francisco.
Although his large study goes into some depth
on the habits of prions, he never once mentions
the danger of eating meat. Unlike Dr. Lacey, Dr.
Prusiner remained POLITICALLY CORRECT.
33. HIDING BEHIND ALZHEIMER’S
The puzzle pieces have stayed in the box, because,
since the 1970s, CJD has been able to hide behind the
skirts of Alzheimer’s. The Alzheimer’s Foundation itself
seems to be clueless, saying that if current trends
continue, 14 million people would have Alzheimer’s by
the turn of the century. No mention of CJD from them.
34. EXTRAPOLATING FROM PITTSBURGH
FIGURES
It is possible to estimate the number of people
who eventually will contract CJD. If, as the
Pittsburgh veteran’s hospital disclosed, 6% of
Alzheimer’s cases are really CJD, in the next
four years, 840,000 U.S. humans could die of
CJD. If they were of childbearing age when they
caught it, there is the possibility that millions of
their offspring could carry it in their genes.
Many people could eventually go into spasms,
then idiocy and comas, costing their families and
the health system $120,000 per patient. Likewise
with all their descendants, forever. Prions are not
something to play around with. Yet Western
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governments have done it for nearly 30 years.
35. A DIFFERENT ESTIMATE, BASED ON THE
PERCENTAGE OF KURU DEATHS
Among the Fore, the tribe of cannibals who
got Kuru in New Guinea, only about one percent
of the population seemed affected. This onepercent figure suggests a genetic bias, and some
genetic biases have been detected. This may
serve as a model for predicting human death rates.
Evidence suggests a one in a million rate of
spontaneous occurrences among susceptible
species. Once inserted into a food chain that recycles
animal protein, one in a hundred may get it.
In America, that one percent would translate
to well over two and a half million slow,
expensive deaths, a far worse epidemic than AIDS.
36. GENETIC DISEASES DO NOT DOUBLE
AND TRIPLE THEIR RATE.
Alzheimer’s is a genetic disease, which is apparently
doing something today that genetic diseases do not do:
It is doubling and tripling its death toll. But it is so
handy to blame Alzheimer’s. Doing so helps the
labs, because they do not want to autopsy anything
savoring of mad cow disease. It helps the meat and
fast-food industries; they can keep selling more
burgers. It helps the television stations, because they
do not want any more lawsuits. It helps the
government, because they want it always said of them
that they do everything right.
37. SILENCE IS GOLDEN, EVEN THOUGH IT
CAN BE FATAL.
Admittedly, if even a whisper of prions in
America was voiced, huge losses could result to
the $50 billion-a-year beef industry in America.
In Britain, five days after Dorrell’s admission
that CJD was caused by BSE and there was the
faint possibility of danger in prime ribs, the entire
European Union ordered its second ban on British
beef exports (the first had expired). A $6 billiona-year beef export market collapsed in a single
day. Loose lips sink world economies but
silences go before apocalypses.
38. GETTING RID OF THE WHISTLEBLOWERS
Dr. Richard Lacey was not the only warning voice.
There were others: Haresh Narang, a microbiologist,
employed by the Public Laboratory Services in New
Castle, said CJD in humans came from BSE.
Microbiologist Dr. Steven Doeller, said scrapie,
CJD and BSE were the same thing. But all the
cries of the whistle-blowers were ignored.
Then, in 1995, when Dr. Lacey’s book was
printed, both the British Medical Journal and New
Scientist, two of the most respected professional
journals in England, declared the book unfit for the
reading public. His book made the beef industry so
nervous that in December 1995, three more articles
were planted in prestigious British journals: The
Economist, Nature, and New Scientist, declaring
that “there was nothing to worry about. Lacey
was dead wrong.” Interestingly, all three articles
were written by “Anonymous”!
39. U.S. SHEEP ARE STILL FED TO COWS.
The FDA and public health officials all know that
diseased sheep that die are fed to cattle. In the U.S.,
approximately 200,000 animals are slaughtered daily.
F. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
1. NOBEL PRIZES FOR MAD COW RESEARCH
A Nobel Prize has been awarded to Carleton
Gajdusek for Kuru/CJD research. Another Nobel
Prize has been awarded to Stanley Prusiner for
CJD/Prion research.

Cows, sheep, pigs, mink and humans have all
contracted the disease and died from it. It has
been scientifically established that prions cannot be
killed merely by boiling or cooking. Dr. Richard
Lacey has predicted that, by the year 2015, each
year over 200,000 people will die. As of
November 10, 2000, the current “official” death
toll is 81 in England and 2 in France (AP News).
2. NARANG’S TESTIMONY
Dr. Haresh Narang, a British microbiologist and CJD
researcher, has come forward and said he first
detected variant CJD in humans back in 1988. He
claims that he was ordered to stop work on BSE in
1990, and subsequently “laid off”. He believes the
British authorities have blocked and undermined
research and detection efforts into the disease.
3. THE CRISIS HITS FRANCE.
After ridiculing Britain for over a decade as a
decadent society with infected beef, the mad-cow
crisis hit France in 2000; and it was forced to ban
the sale of beef. Many French towns ban beef use
in school cafeterias.
4. GERMANY ALSO
Germany laughed at both nations for their
slovenly meat practices—and then discovered that
its own beef supply was infected. Germany has
banned beef; and its meat industry is now like that
of French and British before it—in shambles. By
January 2001, the German government had
extended the ban to pigs and deer farms.
5. STEALING FROM THE ZOO
The January 28, 2001 press reports that people are
sneaking into the Berlin Zoo, at night, and stealing geese
and other animals and eating them. They are afraid to
buy meat at the grocery store. (But very likely, zoo
animals are fed the same rendered rations.)
If the situation wasn’t so serious, it would be
amusing. Read this: “Nothing seems sacred any more as
Germans, confronted by empty shelves at the
supermarkets, go foraging for food. With BSE beef
already off the menu, followed by sausages and now
pork, filling a German belly is becoming nearly
impossible. As hunger gripes, no one, not even
the dedicated Krauzberg zoo-keepers, will object to
a bit of theft. Everyone must get used to elk,
reindeer, ostrich, crocodile and other exotic meats
which have recently turned up at the shops, or go
hunting.” (AP from Berlin, January 28, 2001)
6. THYROID, INSULIN, AND OTHER
MEDICINAL HORMONES
As of late 2000, questions were being raised about
medicinal thyroid, insulin and other hormonal extracts—
nearly all of which are extracted from pork or beef.
Natural thyroid extracts include Armour Thyroid,
and synthetics include Cytomel and Synthroid.
The natural ones are taken from the thyroid glands
of animals, such as pigs or cows.
7. HOW FAST DOES DEATH COME?
There are several types of variant prions. Some
act quickly while others come to full term and
produce death more slowly. This may be why some
young people have already died from CJD. Recent
research on chaperonins (biochemicals that assist in
folding proteins) indicates that they may be involved
in providing possible additional resistance to the
disease. (As mentioned earlier, prion diseases
apparently involve mis-folded proteins.)
8. ANALYZING PRE-ALZHEIMER’S CONDITIONS
It would be helpful to know more about the
symptoms which indicate the earliest onset of CJD.
Here is data on the early onset of Alzheimer’s, which is
a similar disease: Scientists claim they could often detect
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the condition decades earlier, simply by noting the
manner of speech and writing of a person. People with
pre-Alzheimer’s condition seem to rely more on lists and
relationships than logic and cause-and-effect reasoning
about the world. They also tend to write shorter,
simpler sentences long before clinical neurological
deficits become evident. (That research was done using
nuns, comparing their original statements of intent to
become nuns with their conditions decades later.)
9. RENDERING ONLY LEGAL IN AMERICA
In all other countries the “cash for corpses”
practice is illegal. In the U.S.A., until 1997, it was
entirely voluntary whether a farmer renders corpses;
so, because they could not ignore free hundreddollar bills, they regularly sold their dead cattle and
sheep to the feed companies. It was not until January
3, 1997, that the practice of rendering bodies and using
them for animal feed was finally stopped. On that date,
it was announced that offal could no longer be
used to feed animals eaten by humans.
10. HOW TO CORNER THE MARKET
In anticipation of all the American beef and
feed that would be exported overseas, as a result
of the British and European bans on their own
beef, the U.S. cornered the world beef and feed
market and U.S. grain futures soared to a 15-year
high after Britain’s admission of BSE in its cattle.
11. THE BRITISH PROTEST
But when the U.S. offered to supply them with all
their beef, the British screamed that American beef
already had plenty of the disease. Declaring that they
originally got their sheep offal powder practices from
the U.S. in the early 1970s, the British demanded
that all American animal products be banned in
their country. They also reminded the Americans
that meat and bone meal imported from Britain,
from 1980 to 1989, was used for U.S. poultry feed!
12. U.S. CHICKENS
In reply, the USDA said that they have never
found a chicken sick with BSE. But the reason
for that is the fact that U.S. chickens are killed
before they are old enough to openly manifest the
symptoms. No U.S. fryer lives long enough to
manifest dementia, but it has lived long enough to
give the disease to the person who eats it.
13. U.S. HUNTERS DYING OF CJD
Between 1998 and the end of 2000, three
young hunters in Western U.S. died from CJD.
Other deaths are suspected. [H: The Editor here
notes that the FDA is considering a ban on all
U.S. deer and elk hunters giving blood—
forever—that is, for the rest of their lives. That
would include tens of thousands of hunters.]
14. WHO SAYS CJD MAY HAVE SPREAD
WORLDWIDE?
On December 22, 2000, on behalf of the World
Health Organization, Dr. Maura Ricketts issued a
statement warning that “exposure worldwide”
to BSE and CJD may have already occurred.
The statement went on to say the WHO is going to
convene a major meeting of experts and officials from
all regions to discuss this problem. It will be held in
Geneva in late spring 2001. This announcement
followed a review of scientific evidence of several
experts. “Concerns center on British meat and bone
meal exports in the 10-year period between 1986,
when BSE surfaced in Britain, and 1996, when an
export ban as imposed on British beef.” (Reuters)
15. OVER 90 DEATHS FROM CJD IN EUROPE
Since October 1996, alone, over 90 people are
acknowledged to have died of CJD, with more dying
each year than the year before.
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16. BLOOD DONORS BANNED
On January 17, 2001 the FDA ordered a ban on
blood donations in the U.S. from anyone who has lived
in Britain or Ireland longer than six months, between the
years 1980 and December 1996. That ban may be
extended to all Europe soon. THE BAN IS FOR LIFE!
17. WILD ANIMAL BSE INCREASING IN U.S.
As of mid-January 2001 mad-deer disease, also
called chronic wasting disease or CWD, had hit a full
15% of free-ranging deer and elk in northeastern
Colorado and southeastern Wyoming.
18. DEATHS FROM CONTAMINATED SURGERY
A web chart comment provided this item: “A
relative of mine, who is a doctor at Tulane
University Medical School in New Orleans has
firsthand knowledge of a patient who recently
underwent surgery there.
Apparently, the
attending physicians and surgeons were unaware of
the patient’s condition (CJD). The medical
instruments used on this patient were then used
on at lest six others before they were discovered
to be infected. The instruments had been
properly autoclaved after each surgery, yet each
subsequent patient had contracted CJD.
“There are at least seven confirmed cases of CJD
in Louisiana alone right now. This confirms that not
only is CJD in the U.S., but it is being misdiagnosed by
medical professionals. I was a paramedic in the ’80s,
and even back then we were taught about CJD and
how it wastes the nervous system.”
19. LATEST OFFICIAL BSE COUNT
This report is dated December 22, 2000, and
comes from Reuters: “Since 1986, 180,000 BSE cases
have been confirmed in British cattle, with 1,300 to
1,400 cases elsewhere in Europe (primarily in four
countries: France, Ireland, Portugal, and
Switzerland, with several dozen cases elsewhere on
the continent), according to WHO. Small numbers of
cases have been reported in Canada, Argentina, Italy
and Oman; but, in each of these countries, this was
only in imported British bovine, it added.
“In all, 87 cases of CJD have been reported in
Britain, three in France and one in Ireland,” according
to the agency. “We know potentially contaminated
materials were exported outside the European
Community. We are trying to identify the countries that
we should put our largest effort into.”
20. RHODES NEW BOOK
Pulitzer Prize winning author, Richard Rhodes, has
published a helpful book, Deadly Feasts, on the
controversy. Here are some facts you will find in it:
* Nobel Prize winner, Dr. Carleton Gujdusek (one
of the foremost researchers of Kuru and other
spongiform diseases), has declared that all the pigs in
England are infected with BSE, and that means not
only pork, but all pig-skin wallets, footballs, even
catgut surgical. All of these come from pigs (p. 220).
Noting that all the chickens fed on meat-andbone meal are infected, he adds that, in America,
male beef cattle are killed at or before age
two, before they are likely to show the
outward symptoms of the disease.
* In America, chicken excreta (manure) is fed to
cattle as a good source of nitrogen (p. 258). As for the
American FDA’s ban on feeding meat and animal byproducts to cattle, Rhodes writes, “That’s a ban with
exclusions big enough to drive a cortege of hearses
through.” Their own BSE advisory committee urged
the FDA take stronger measures (page 257).
* According to Rhodes’ book, bovine spongiform
encephalopathy has been detected in America, and not
just in cattle. The American form of BSE does not

cause the staggers and other behaviors found in British
cattle; but instead it results in a more “sedate” collapse
of the victim, referred to as “downer cattle”.
* The nature of the brain damage is also distinct:
a spongiform with differently shaped and oriented
vacancies. Other forms have been transmitted
via eating wild squirrels and wild bear. Some
American zoos have lost animals to BSE.
* Dr. John Pattison, Chairman of the British
government’s Spongiform Encephalopathy Advisory
Committee (SEAC), Dean of the University College
of London Medical School, believes 800,000 people
may already be incubating CJD in Britain.
* Dr. Alalebin has stated that prions can be
found in white blood cells, contaminated milk, and
even in the animal grease used in lipstick.
* On page 222 of Rhodes’ book, Richard Lacey of
the Microbiology Department of Chapel Allerion Hospital,
Leeds, points out that “There was no certainty that
the source of infection had been cut off … If it seems
that the incubation-period average for CJD in
humans begins to be about 25 years, maybe 30
years,” he told me [Rhodes] grimly, “then the peak
human epidemic will come around the year 2015. If
the current numbers of variant CJD cases increases
by 50% per year, as they well might, that would take
it to about 200,000 (human) cases a year by then.”
That comment is only about mortalities in Britain.
* Why is the body filled with the prion infection
before CJD symptoms appear? What are the subtle
effects long before the final destruction? If these
prions are indeed the rod-like structures researcher
Patricia Merz describes on page 156 of Rhodes’ book,
then they would tend to impede cellular machinery
long before they became long enough to break cell
membranes and kill the cells. Thus it is possible that,
long before that final break, subtle neurological
effects could become evident.
Dr. Merz has definitely located prions in spleen,
tissues and everywhere in the animals, long before
any outward symptoms were manifest! This is
extremely significant. Prions apparently travel
freely in the blood of these animals. Therefore all
tissue is likely to harbor some prions, not just brain
tissue. This means that large amounts of infected
cattle have been fed to other cattle, which after
becoming infected, have been sold to the public.
But since the human form of the disease (CJD) is
misdiagnosed as Alzheimer’s, the medical crisis
continues to mount.
G. PRESS RELEASE HEADLINES
Here is a collection of just a few recent news
headlines, spanning several months—which show
how explosive this crisis if becoming:
* New mad cow cases in France; four herds killed
* UK’s human mad-cow cases rise 20%-30% in one
year * Young UK woman’s death blamed on mad cow
* Mad-deer disease spreads to Wisconsin * Infected
venison may be fatal * Scientist says mad cow
may kill 500,000 Britains * Nobel scientist says
mad cow may infect millions of sheep.
* Scientists now warn of mad-cow risk in dental
procedures * Human mad-cow deaths in UK now rising
33% per year * USDA in state of emergency over madcow risk in Vermont sheep * Mad-cow worries
increasing regarding milk supply * Humans may be
secret mad-cow carriers * Mad Cow-CJD speciesjumping revelation confirms worst fears * Now known
that mad cow may be spread by pork, lamb and poultry.
* Mad cow and CJD may be transmitted invisibly
* Canada fearing CJD bars blood donors * Rising death
toll from human BSE * “Whirling disease” in trout
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is fish version of mad cow and mad deer disease.
[H: This can wipe out whole fisheries and please,
don’t just think that when you get a “kill-off” in
fish nurseries that you have simply polluted the
water or have lack of oxygen—there may very
well be present “Whirling disease”. Fish-tenders
must watch the actions of the fish very, very
carefully for symptoms of this abstract and
unusual behavior in the stock.]
* Strongest evidence yet that CJD is spread by
blood transfusions * Blood donors with no symptoms
can pass CJD * French cows eat infected feed linked
to mad cow * Prions survive digestive tract * Scientists
warn CJD can spread in dental and surgical procedures
* Eight patients may have mad cow from reused
“sterile” surgical instruments.
* Anti-aging creams exposed women to CJD risk
* UK scientist says every Britisher has eaten 50 BSE
meals” * Swiss to ban all animal meal in livestock feed
* EU plans to outlaw British blood * Barrels of BSE
waste float away in Britain’s worst floods * BSEinfected chemicals may be in UK water supply * Half
of UK tonsil tools could carry mad cow * UK
refuses to ban surgical instruments in tonsil
removal in spite of CJD * France calls for
immediate moratorium on bone meal in feed.
* Mad-cow panic spreading through Europe *
French beef sales off 50% as mad cow fear deepens *
Dutch discover seventh mad-cow case * Lion in British
zoo dies of mad cow * Mad cow now found in Azores;
all cattle to be slaughtered * Spain in panic over first mad
cow * Germany finds first two mad-cow cases *
Government tells UK physicians not to tell
patients of CJD blood concerns.
* EU wants slaughter of 2 million cattle to curb
BSE * Europeans starting to eat horse meat * Louisiana
man exposed to mad cow during surgery sues hospital
* German scientists first to test soil for mad-cow link
* Mad-cow scare spreading beyond Europe * Russian
man dies of CJD: first Russian case * Another American
victim * Spain confirms second mad-cow case * CJD
death toll being played down * More European deaths
from mad cow * Horse meat sales soar in Germany.
* Crisis will cost patients billions to insure safer
invasive surgical instruments * France bans blood from
people who lived in the UK during 1980-1996 * Not all
“single-use” medical instruments are used only once *
Blood of Irish CJD victim used to make 85,000
doses of polio vaccine * Mad-cow crisis sends
Blair government into disarray * WHO says mad
cow may have spread worldwide * German
health chief demands mad cow and scrapie tests
* Another mad cow in Germany * French to sue
Britain over BSE * Beef sales fall 80% in Germany
* Britain is slaughtering, eating its wild ponies.
CONCLUSION
WHAT ABOUT COOKING MEAT OR MILK?
The pasteurizing of milk, at 150 degrees, makes the
prion think it’s just a sunny day. The cooking of meat
at 212 degrees makes him think he’s in a pleasant sauna.
Raising the heat to frying in the 320-degree range might
make him even blink: but you must reduce the
prion to total ash at 340 degrees CENTIGRADE
(in our American Fahrenheit system that
would be 644 degrees), to immobilize him and
take away his ability to replicate.
WHAT ABOUT THE BSE/CJD SPORE?
There is no solvent known to immobilize the madcow spore. This kind of microbial tenacity is so farfetched that it frightens the medical community. If you
ask a doctor to do an autopsy on a patient who died of
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CJD, he flees, knowing that if he exposes his lab to this
disease, the lab will be closed down by government
officials. He cannot clean his sink without burning it
up! By the way, when asked about this by worried
reporters, Paul Brown of the NIH reassured them.
He said he could clean prions off his hands with
Ivory soap. We welcome him to try it in public.
ANY OTHER SOLUTION?
The medical community has no cure for CJD.
It is—very simply—fatal. There is no drug or surgery
which can cure it. But Dr. Richard Deandrea says
that if you think you’ve been exposed, enzyme
therapy might work, seeing that proteins can be
dissolved by enzymes which are found in raw foods.
But Dr. Prusiner has written that this protein molecule
laughs off all the enzymes he tried on it.
MORE THAN JUST MEAT IS INFECTED.
Mad Cow is in meat; it could be in dairy
products and eggs. It is in mayonnaise. It’s in the
gelatin in candy, or wrapped around a vitamin pill.
It’s in blood meal fertilizer, urea fertilizer, and the
manure clinging to store-bought mushrooms.
Animal derivatives are used in vaccines, pharmaceuticals
like Premarin, in glandular substances used in
remedies such as Melatonin. It is in pet food,
gloves, film, plastics. British leather was banned by
Egypt a week after Minister Dorrell’s admission.
In this study, you have learned a lot of facts. If
you want to take the situation seriously, you ought to
decide right now to make some changes in your diet.
But you should be warned that some of the media
right now has a different message for you.
“Everything is peace and safety; there is no danger.
Eat as you please; the meat is as disease-free as ever.
Government and industry reports confirm that
there is no CJD in America, no diseased animals
are now being fed to cows, and the U.S. is totally
sealed off from the problems in Europe. American
meat is disease-free as it has ever been.”
Decide for yourself whose advice you will
follow. Do you want to believe the eminent
scientists quoted above or referred to in this
report, men such as Drs. Pattison, Lacey,
Prusiner, Dorrell, Abaleben, Marsh, Narang,
Deandrea, Merz, Doeller, Gajdusek and Ricketts?
Or do you want to believe the Southwood
Committee, the Tyrell Report, the British Medical
Journal, The Economist, Nature, New Scientist, the
British Department of Agriculture, the USDA, the NIH,
the U.S. beef industry, and what you hear on television?
This is your life. Do what you want with it!
END VANCE FERRELL ARTICLE [END QUOTING]
* * * * * * * *
This is about as serious as it gets and the implication
in the “conclusion” above seems to indicate that turning
to horse meat or vegetables is some kind of answer.
No, it isn’t but I do agree that your choices are slim to
none. Chances are excellent that you already are
incubating prions of this nasty variety. It is indeed a
catch-22 with no apparent exit from the wheel.
We will offer a rather-like summary from a
different report but it must wait until tomorrow or we
are going to witness “mad-person” disease.
Salu, and may the good health you save—
BE YOUR OWN.
If we can ever get through the assault of mugwumps
and get our own job done, we can then again turn to
such things as face you here. Our people just don’t find
it very happy in thought form to attend anything more
AT ALL in the face of the adversaries at play.
Salu, GCH
dharma

2/4/03—#1 (16-172)
RE: MAD COW DISEASE; STARTLING
RESEARCH [PART 4]
<http://ichf.net/mad%20cow.htm>
[CONTACT: P.O. Box 27800, Las Vegas, NV 89126.
Phone:
(800)
800-5565.
News
Desk:
<john.ray.1776@attbi.com>]
“THE MAJOR MYSTERIOUS DISEASES ARE
HITTING WITH A VENGEANCE UNSEEN IN
HISTORICAL MEMORY. THIS WILL BE COMING
SHORTLY TO YOUR SMALL SCREENS, READERS. PAY
ATTENTION, FOR YOU DON’T HAVE ALZHEIMER’S,
FRIENDS, YOU HAVE BASICALLY IRREVERSIBLE
ENCEPHALOPATHY. “AIDS” PALES BESIDE THE
ONCOMING ENCEPHALOPATHIES.”—CONTACT
COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
GCH—Please note that we have given a Website
reference in the topic-line. We assume this is from where
the following article on this subject originated.
If you prefer as Internet users to go first to e-mail sites,
we have listed News Desk, John and Jean Ray, as a contact
site in the CONTACT information block. You will find
another reference at the end of this copy with a notation:
“Questions? Comments? Need additional information?
Send e-mail to: <angel@ichf.net>”
THIS INFORMATION IS SERIOUS ENOUGH
TO MERIT SCATTERING IT ANY WAY AND
THROUGH AS MANY RESOURCES AS IS
POSSIBLE. GAIANDRIANA INFORMATION WILL
PROBABLY ONLY BE OBTAINED THROUGH
NEWS DESK—CONTACT.
Gaiandriana: A water-based liquid which contains a
saturation of “DRIAS” (both drias and drios). It has also
been referred to as Chondriana and/or Living Crystals/Life
Crystals.
The solution is also saturated with
“mitochondria”, the fuel resource conversion units for body
cellular structures. This converts such as proteins (in this
particular topic reference) to useful energy. It will also
cause a “re-folding” of the prions causing them to either
conform or self-degrade. BE CAREFUL, READERS, FOR
THERE ARE SEVERAL “MAKE-BELIEVE” GAIANDRIANA
MAKERS OUT THERE AND CAN GET YOU INTO
FURTHER TROUBLE—FOR THEY DO NOT HAVE
“DRIAS” AT ALL AND SIMPLY OVERFEED WHATEVER
MIGHT BE IN YOUR STARTING WATER BASE.
The Internet can be a good source of information or
total DISINFORMATION. You must be discerning, readers.
It becomes a place to air hate-confrontations which
COULD NOT BE RIGHT and anyone paying attention
would recognize such mis- dis-information. YOU
SHOULD ALWAYS DEMAND THAT THESE SITES
OR PRESS CLARIFY AND OFFER REBUTTALS TO
“ANY” INFORMATION PASSED ON DIRECTLY
FROM SITE-MASTERS OR HOSTS. THIS INCLUDES
A DEMAND FOR INFORMATION REGARDING
ANYONE “POSTING” ONTO THOSE SITES.
We do not wish notoriety but to just get our job
accomplished; personal recognition is not even among
our wishes. We will NOT, however, fail to rebut or
confront those who are giving FALSE INFORMATION
regarding anything we present. Neither, however, do we
dump a “grab-bag” of goodies to simply be taken and
destroyed through abuse and/or misuse.
We keep our agreements which, when considered, have
exceptional MERIT and offer security and not pie-in-the-sky
absurdities. Please check it out. As to the Global
Alliance Investment Association, Cosmos Seafood
Energy Marketing Ltd. and all other agreements and
associations, we have not only shared that information
but are happy to rerun same if demand presents.
There is NO V. K. Durham “Holding Trust”; no
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registered foundation for anything she claims, and her
newest outlays of “insider” information flows from other
writers and at this point much of it comes from Col. Al
Martin and his Bush revelations. Russell Herman was
involved in operations—we find no evidence that V.K. was
ACTUALLY involved in anything except disinformation.
If there are questions, we are confident that Mr. Ray of
Contact News Desk, will provide you with a download of
very lengthy affidavits of EXACTLY how things ARE.
Thank you for your continuing inquiries.
Let us turn back to the topic in point: MAD COW
DISEASE “Encephalopathies” or “Spongi-Brain” diseases of
HUMAN and everything else with life-form.
[QUOTING, ARTICLE PRESENTED TO US ON
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 2003:]
STARTLING RESEARCH:
‘MAD COW’ GERM MAY BE IN WORLD MEAT
SUPPLY, THREATENING ALL HUMANITY
UK, USA: British researchers—in essence echoing
observations by a renowned scientist who had earlier been
scientifically crucified for making similar suggestion—have
estimated that the numbers of projected cases of the
always-fatal human form of “mad cow disease” will have to
be raised well above the current estimates (a few hundred
to 130,000 in the United Kingdom alone).
And one well respected London Medical School
authority on the subject believes 800,000 people may be
incubating the disorder—vCJD (variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob
Disease)—in Great Britain, while the original whistle-blower
believes 200,000 may be dead of the disease by 2015.
Too, according to the World Health Organization
(WHO) assessing the damage last December and again in
spring of this year, “there may have been worldwide
exposure” to both vCJD and its “mad cow disease”
counterpart (BSE—for bovine spongiform encephalopathy,
literally “spongy brain”).
One U.S. extrapolation of data based on the outbreak
of an ancestor disease in the 1940s suggested an ultimate
figure of “well over 2½ million slow, expensive deaths, a far
worse epidemic than AIDS.” In the meantime, there are
overlooked possible biological warfare and chemical industry
connections to the disease (see companion story).
The latest genetic-susceptibility research (identification
of three “genetic linkage” sites) on vCJD was released this
spring by John Collinge and colleagues of the Prion Unit of
the Imperial School of Medicine, London, against this
chilling backdrop described by other investigators:
* That “mad-cow disease” is not limited to cattle,
but has appeared in numerous other species, and that
products from these species as well as the animals
themselves are contaminating the global human
population with the human form of BSE (vCJD) in a
mega-pandemic which statistically could make both
AIDS and the bubonic plague seem like child’s play.
* That vCJD is increasingly being diagnosed in
the U.S. and elsewhere as Alzheimer’s disease as part
of a concerted effort by the government, medicine
and animal-related foods industries to keep the facts
of widespread infestation (infection) of humans by the
causative agent from the public for both economic
and panic-control reasons.
* That the causative agent (an altered prion, or form of
protein), which cannot be detected by standard tests or
treated or eliminated by normal medications (though it cannot
withstand temperatures above 800 degrees F), has already
crossed many species lines and its presence in animals and
animal products (everything from food to donated blood to
gelatin vitamin capsules to leather wallets) means a huge
component of the human population is already infected but
is unaware of the fact. Eating meat is only one—albeit
a major—form of spread, these researchers state.
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* That various international efforts—banning British
beef from the U.S.A. and European Common Market, a
U.S. prohibition on blood donations from anyone who
lived in the UK or Ireland for more than six months
between January 1980 and December 1996, the FDA
consideration of banning blood from tens of thousands of
U.S. hunters, including those who took part in the 2000
hunting season—are too little too late to ward off huge
numbers of fatalities among animals and humans alike.
In the UK, the Collinge team identified genetic markers
in mice which, as The Lancet put it May 19, “may be
relevant to understanding human infection with… vCJD”.
Some 1,009 animals inoculated with prions
appearing in scrapie (the sheep version of BSE) were
measured in terms of incubation times and genome
screening. (Proc Natl Acad Sci 2001; 98:6279-83).
“Collinge believes that the models predicting the
number of people who may be found to have vCJD
should be revisited,” reported The Lancet.
“The number of potential cases, which varies from a few
hundred to 130,000, will need to be altered, says Collinge.
‘It is likely for the upper figure to rise,’ he warns.”
The Collinge work seemed at least partially
confirmatory of predictions made by Dr. Richard W. Lacey,
a microbiology professor at Leeds University and
consultant to the WHO, who stunned British science
in 1986 by announcing that scrapie, BSE and vCJD
were all the same thing, that the disease was in the
meat supply and that it could kill humans.
Dr. Lacey immediately fell under establishment
attack—much of it spurred, said some, by the then$56-billion-a-year British beef industry.
His 1994 book, appearing in 1995 (Mad Cow Disease:
the History of BSE in Britain; Cypsela Publishers Ltd.,
Jersey-Channel Islands) was assailed by British medical
journals. The trashing went on as two governmentappointed committees sought to play down the numbers of
BSE and its link to other diseases.
Dr. Lacey has predicted that by the year 2015 over
200,000 people will have died from vCJD.
Dr. Lacey’s work, and that of other researchers,
was reprised in the February 2001 issue of Waymarks
Magazine and a special May edition of Donald S.
McAlvany’s The Medical Intelligence Advisor.
At about the same time (February 2001), Field and
Stream reported (“Deadly Venison?” by Brian McCombie)
on the death of a U.S. hunter who “may have lost his life”
to deer suffering from BSE-like “chronic wasting disease”.
McAlvany’s news roundup found that BSE “is
already in America including American wildlife such as
deer, elk, fish (i.e., that reports of BSE and/or vCJD have
come in from Argentina, France, Belgium, Denmark,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain and
Switzerland, and that BSE’s widespread presence in
the U.S.A. has been “systematically covered up by
our (and other) governments as well as by our $150
billion meat industry and its foreign counterparts;
and (that) the barbaric feeding practices of the meat
industry (i.e. feeding animals [often sick animals] to
other animals in order to maximize profits) has greatly
exacerbated the spread of the disease.”
Vance Ferrell (who has gathered a considerable
amount of data in his booklet Mad Cow Disease Can
Kill You: Where it Came From, Why it is Here, Why
it Will Become an Epidemic, Harvestime Books, Box
300, Altamont, TN 37305) has noted buttressing
research from well-credentialed scientists:
* Dr. Haresh Narang, microbiologist with the (UK)
Public Laboratory Services in Newcastle, who was among
the earliest (1988) to say that vCJD in humans came from
BSE—and was “laid off” in 1990.
* Microbiologist Dr. Steven Doeller, who has stated
that scrapie, CJD and BSE are one and the same.

* Nobel Prize winner Dr. Carleton Gadjusek, an expert
in Kuru, the New Guinea cannibalism-related brain-wasting
disorder which is presumed to be the origin of BSE and
vCJD today, who (as Richard Rhodes pointed out in Deadly
Feasts) declared that all pigs in England are infected with
BSE as are all chickens fed on meat-and-bone meal.
* Deadly Feasts noted that it was Dr. John
Pattison, chairman of the British Government’s
Spongiform Encephalopathy Advisory Committee
(SEAC) and dean of the University of London
Medical School, who estimated that 800,000 people
might already be incubating CJD in Great Britain.
Ferrell also observed of the outbreak of Kuru in
the 1940s that among the Fore cannibal tribe who
developed the disease “only about 1 percent of the
population seemed affected.
“This one percent figure suggests a genetic bias, and
some genetic biases have been detected. This may serve
as a model for predicting human death rates,” he said.
“Evidence suggests a one-in-a-million rate of
spontaneous occurrences among susceptible species.
Once inserted into a food chain that recycles animal
protein, one in a hundred may get it.
“In America, that 1 percent would translate to
well over 2½ million slow, expensive deaths, a far
worse epidemic than AIDS.”
Aside from research blocked by vested interests,
a prime reason why so little is known about how to
detect prion-based diseases is that—unlike
parasitical, fungal, bacterial and viral diseases in
which there may be relatively early “markers”—so
little is known about prions let alone the altered or
“misfolded” ones linked to the BSE-related disease.
That prions are “vertically transmitted” and cross
species, while hotly denied by some but thoroughly
elucidated by others, means, as Vance Ferrell noted,
that “mad cow is in meat, it could be in dairy
products and eggs. It is in mayonnaise. It’s in the
gelatin in candy, or wrapped around a vitamin pill.
“It’s in the blood meal fertilizer, urea fertilizer, and the
manure clinging to store-bought mushrooms.
“Animal derivatives are used in vaccines,
pharmaceuticals like Premarin, in glandular substances used
in remedies such as Melatonin. It is in pet food, gloves,
film, plastics. British leather was banned in Egypt…”
Observed McAlvany:
“There is a coverup in Europe, England and America
regarding the severity of this crisis—orchestrated by the
various governments (which) want to avoid a panic and an
economic freefall in their respective agricultural industries,
and in their sizeable meat industries.
“In America, if one considers the beef, dairy,
sheep, pork and poultry sectors; the meat-centered
restaurant industry; the fast-food industry…; the
food processing industry; and thousands of related
businesses, mad-cow disease could represent a multitrillion-dollar downslide hit for the U.S. economy,
which is already moving into recession.”
KURU
THE BIOWARFARE LINK IN ‘MAD COW’?
CANADA—The “company line” on alleged
“prion”-related diseases is that they somehow
naturally originated in Kuru, the brain-rotting disease
first detected in a tribe of New Guinea cannibals.
But indefatigable researcher Donald W. Scott of
the Canada-based Common Cause Medical Research
Foundation [an ICHF affiliate] and other biological
warfare students beg to differ.
In a lengthy overview of biowarfare weapons
development, Scott synthesized another view (May 2001
Journal of Degenerative Diseases):
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In 1942, the same year that Canada “entered into a secret
agreement with Britain and the United States to participate in
a program to develop biological weapons for possible use
against Germany, Italy and Japan… Japan, which had also
been developing a range of bioweapons, had occupied
most of the island of New Guinea,” wrote Scott.
“The Japanese military expected to control New
Guinea for the foreseeable future and one of the first
things they did under the direction of their biological
weapons development commander, Dr./Gen. Ishii
Shiro, was to establish a ‘biological test site’ in the
remote interior of the island.
“At this test site we can conclude that they
inoculated several members of the Fore Indian tribe
with a visna virus-derived inoculant.
“Visna in sheep is an antecedent to bovine
spongiform encephalopathy (‘mad-cow disease’) in
cattle and [variant] Creutzfeldt-Jakob in humans.”
[ED: (It has also been strongly implicated in the
development of HIV, the putative “AIDS virus”,
several researchers have noted.)]
“Japanese plans to study the long-term effects of their
inoculation program were cut short by the Australian/
American counterattack over the Owen Stanley mountain
range, and the infected members of the Fore tribe were left
to their deadly fate—a fate that would not become apparent
until the lentivirus, which can take up to 20 years to
present as a disease, had begun to show its effect.”
[END QUOTING]
Now readers, you can’t have it all ways but here you
do have to pay considerable attention. You have a great
probability that this “prion” maverick protein did actually
start as a crystalline virus form of “sheep visna virus”.
These are quite deadly viruses in their own right but
tampered they are easily modified to different DNA
structuring. HOWEVER, in this article above in the
last section you will note a contradiction of WHO did
the dastardly bioweapons nasties.
It is highly UNLIKELY that anyone would develop and
introduce something into an area expected to be OCCUPIED
by themselves. I would rather have you continue to wallow
in conspiracy theories than to get “soft-brain” disease.
Moreover, it doesn’t longer matter WHO (no pun
intended as is related as well, to AIDS) started this
dreadful mutation disease. You are faced with
another GREAT plague and it needs attention and
antidote. Logic does, after all, have a place in a
“reasoning” populace. That, in fact, is the greatest
gift God Creator bestowed on his favorite little
humans: The ABILITY TO THINK AND REASON!
Please, don’t go back to sleep—until there is a
way to stop the insanity you WILL have problems of
this, and increasing, magnitude.
Our prior associated persons don’t really want to
do much to help in this encounter after going the route
of prison and take-out threats continually raining down
on “us” all. I will, however, have a private chat with
some who might be willing to enhance speed of
production just a bit and, at the least, our readers can
avail themselves, if they wish, of some Gaiandriana.
Even the Feds couldn’t find ANYTHING wrong with it—
just tests out as “water” of the best quality—even after
watching it do its full conversion process. Oh well!
Remember that God never brings you that which
HE does not also bring you that which you can use
to HELP YOURSELF
There is a song of a while back in which there are
questions of “where have all the ___ gone? Long time
missing…”. Then ending with “When will they ever learn?”
When will YOU ever learn? Killing off the messengers is
hardly the route to perfection and peace, friends.
Thank you for your attention, GCH
dharma
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When OUR Money Is
Backed By NOTHING
MUSINGS
By Doug McIntosh,
gold-eagle.com (Gold Digest), 2/5/03
It has been a bad week. Is it possible to have an entire
week of bad-hair days? It’s tough to be a citizen of the
United States these days. There is a feeling of impending
doom that is seeping through the cracks into everyday life.
People are stressed out and behaving strangely. The
shuttle Columbia explosion, and the loss of seven human
beings, capped a dismal week on the planet Earth.
Everywhere I look, I see the signs of chaos just waiting
to be unleashed. The looming invasion of Iraq will
be looked back on as the release of pent-up forces.
My niece is now in Kuwait preparing her helicopter for
war. The stock market senses the coming chaos and has
now retreated to its October 2002 lows. The “January
rally” wasn’t much of a rally after all. However, in times
like these, a study of economics seems almost quaint.
I find myself pondering spiritual matters more and more,
and not only because I am newly unemployed and
trying to avoid being sucked to my financial ruin.
Lot of that going around these days, you know.
100,000 jobs were lost in December. More, including
mine, were lost in January. Oregon is in a state of
governmental implosion. The income tax surcharge, the
retroactive one, failed and the system is in free fall.
Half of the state troopers were fired Friday. Bang and
you’re gone. 8 of the ten breath-machine technicians
were fired the same day. We can safely assume that
drunk drivers will soon be stalking the roads with
impunity and lead to many innocent deaths. 100
criminals were let out of the downtown Portland Justice
Center to wreak their criminal havoc. Welcome to the
new state of reality in these here United States.
California now has a 35-billion-dollar deficit.
Washington a four-billion-dollar one.
The
government edifice is falling out of the sky like the
disintegrating space shuttle. Our task is to avoid
being hit by the falling debris in our daily existence.
The federal government ran a $100-billion deficit in
October, November and December. We are now looking at
a several-hundred-billion deficit for fiscal year 2003. It runs
from September 30, 2002 to September 30, 2003. Since we
know the intent of the terrorists was to bankrupt our
economy, I can only observe that they are succeeding
brilliantly. The great inflation/deflation debate is now
academic in my opinion. Those things which a TB2K poster
says we need, like food, heat and shelter will keep
inflating—and those things we don’t need, like cars,
designer clothes and computers will keep deflating. The
worst of both worlds. Mr. Magoo and the FED have
created 5 trillion dollars in the last five years. The stock
market losses alone amount to nearly 8 trillion in the same
time frame. The economic reality is that money is being
destroyed on a greater scale than it is being created. This
is one of the reasons our economy is in the shape it’s in.
Globalization has meant massive and permanent job losses,
long-term unemployment and reducing consumer
consumption. These realities have caused increased
consumer saving and reduced spending. Each one
point of consumer savings equals $90 billion not spent.

The negative savings rate is a thing of the past and is being
replaced with a concerned populace building up emergency
nest eggs. Add to this, the increased spending on fuel oil for
heating homes and apartments, verifiable increases in basic
food prices; I would say retail spending will stagnate or
decline for the foreseeable future. Any increases will come
from no-profit sales of cars among other things. Once Wall
Street figures out there will be no “profit recovery”, things will
really start to rock and roll on the exchanges. It is said that
the stock markets despise uncertainty—and I can think of
nothing more uncertain at the moment than continued
prosperity. We are on the edge of a sword—trying not to be
decapitated—truly gives new meaning to the term
“a close shave” as applied to the economic sphere.
The Austrian school of economics tells us that
economic imbalances and distortions caused by excessive
credit creation will be balanced by economic imbalances and
distortions caused by credit contraction. The iron-clad rule
that growth caused by debt creation will be balanced by
economic contraction caused by debt servicing is at the
core of our economic situation in my humble opinion. We
can continue the foolish process of creating more debt, or
we can bite the bullet and begin to deal with the
fundamental reality of excessive debt and its implications for
our nation and world. Unfortunately, the current political
and economic leadership is incapable of telling the people
the truth, much less offering a coherent plan to deal with
what’s coming down the road. So be it. The storm is upon
us; the ship is unprepared for it. It will not be pretty, but
balance will be restored eventually. I’m just not sure if
people understand what that simple sentence implies.
People, as well as nations, reap what they sow. In
economic terms, we have built a huge edifice based
upon the ideals of economic growth fueled by debt and
financial hocus-pocus. That edifice is now sending
chunks of itself crashing all around us with increasing
frequency. In my opinion, the officially-sanctioned
doomer one—that is, the entire debt-based economy—
will come crashing down to Earth. I take no pleasure in
saying this. I fully understand the pain and anguish,
the shattered hopes and dreams, this will cause.
Still, I tell it like it is as one of my e-mailers so aptly put
it. I call the chips, or in this case chunks, as I see them.
I do feel that one of the things a doomer offers is,
unlikely as it sounds, hope. Hope that we will not only
survive and learn from our folly, but that we will
eventually build a better world and society as a result.
In that, I may be fairly accused of being an unrepentant
idealist. To me, being called an idealist is no insult. For
if we do not follow our ideals, then what is the point of
living? The point of my essays is to help you
understand the why and how of what is going on; then,
to tell you that there are spiritual forces involved that
offer a true perspective of the current economic,
political and military situation. If all you get out my
essays is “we are screwed”, then I suggest you read
them again. The reason I write them is to tell you that
we are a triune being of spirit, soul and body. We are
currently living on a plane of existence that is in undeniable
chaos, but there is more to life than idiot leaders and a debtridden collapsing economy. There is life and hope and
spiritual advancement for starters. What we must do is
attune ourselves to the spiritual forces that govern our
universe, what can be called either God, or the super
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conscious. And once we attune ourselves to that realm of
Light and beauty, we must try and apply it to our current
lives and situations. In other words, in an economy based
on debt and deceit we must stand up for precious metals
and truth. We must stand up for the truth and the results
be damned in my opinion. We live in a time of great pain
and even greater opportunity. The message expressed by
gold bugs is often limited to economics, but I don’t so limit
it. If you stand up for the idea that money should be based
on some certain reality, it seems to me that attitude will
follow through into the political and spiritual arenas also.
How can you say you want sound money and not want
sound politics, or sound family relationships, or sound
relationships between individual people and nations? I’m
not saying that our lack of sound money is entirely
responsible for our lack of soundness in these other areas.
What I am saying is without a sound economic
foundation—based upon precious metals in my opinion—
you are likely to end up with the kind of lying leadership
evident all over the world. The idea that fiat money, and
the debt and interest beast that cohabitates with it, enhance
the ideals of truth, honor, integrity—and yes that muchsneered-at word, love—is one of the great follies of our
time. People and nations cannot deceive themselves with
the idea that you can get something for nothing in the
economic sphere and then act surprised when that belief
permeates the entire society. You cannot expect to have
CEOs like Ken Lay of Enron and then act surprised when
honor and integrity are absent from daily commerce. You
cannot expect to have political scandal after political
scandal and then go, “but it doesn’t affect the economy”.
Whatever troubles face us, as a nation and a planet, we
have created ourselves. And the only we to decreate them
is to return to the ideals of truth, honor and integrity in
all aspects of our private and public lives. Until we do
THAT, thinking that an increasing or lowering of interest
rates, or increasing the money supply will somehow prevent
the logical outcome of a flawed economic premise is a
definition of insanity. Thoughts are like flowing lava; reality
is like what happens as it cools and takes a hard form.
Did we really think we could ignore the lessons of
economic history on what happens WHEN MONEY IS
BACKED BY NOTHING with utter impunity? Exactly why
do we think that if we do the same things the Dutch did in
the 1600s with the Tulip bubble, or John Law did in the
1720s, we will get a different result? I guess we do—and
we are now going to pay the price for our self-deception.
We will go to war in a matter of weeks with Iraq.
When we do that, for we cannot back down now, the dikes
will be opened on a broad front of economic, military,
political and spiritual fronts. Keep your eyes on those
things that are spiritual and hold on for dear life. Do not
think that precious metals will “save” you. Still, in a tidal
wave, it’s better to have a life preserver than not.
‘The tidal wave is upon us. What is, the current
reality we have created for ourselves, is collapsing of its
own structural failures. What is, will soon be no more.
It will be painful, but at least let us in our time of trial
remember the spiritual values and perspectives that will
help us first survive and then rebuild. What I offer you is
not the feeble hope of lies and delusions the current reality
is based upon. What I offer you is the assurance there
are spiritual realities that transcend our current
situations. I think we should all remember that in the
trying days ahead. For if we lose sight of that, the fact we
are spiritual beings having a physical experience, then
indeed we will have no hope at all. Take care, and discipline
yourselves for what will soon happen. Some view it as the
end and some don’t wish to view it at all—but I look at it
as an opportunity for immense spiritual growth, both
individually and as a planet. In many ways, it is the
beginning. I prefer to look at it that way. At least,
if I am deceiving myself, it is a good deception.
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get the pricing such that ALL can have the supplements and
this is really difficult in this world in which you live because
a natural item is easily copied.
We MUST have a healthier “living” citizenry or
we will continue to have a dying nation and world.
The chemical/drug houses have destroyed the wellThe next question will obviously be: “Will it be being of all bodies on the globe.
*****
marketed widespread through stores, etc.?” I would guess
1/14/93—#2
that, to meet your regulations, it most likely will, at some
time, be offered—or through a network or something similar.
GAIANDRIANA AND MITOCHONDRIA
The point is to offer to ALL who wish healing and better
life quality in bodily stamina, etc. We also must be sure
I honor ones who have worked and served in the past
that all costs are covered, for ones have gone without
resources to accomplish this task. We are not through in this presentation of substance—it is, however, imperfect
perfecting the “products” but we know that you do not to now and greed has entered into EVERY circumstance to
wish to wait for perfection of packaging, etc. “If” ones will now. He who lives by greed shall perish in greed—
take the new product, supplement, with chlorella, with or therefore, we shall serve God in all instances.
This means not that ALL men will not gain
without the addition of hydrogen peroxide, you have all
that you MUST have to begin the re-creation of perfection benefit from that which is offered—but NO MAN
in the cellular structure and recovery of imperfect immune shall be allowed to divert, take unto himself for
systems. All substances utilized are pure and simply grievous use or cause this natural substance to be
substances without chemical additions. This is WHY there given into the hands of the Adversary. Therefore,
will be effort to stop the flow of the product itself. So, use ALL caution and care will be given in ALL instances
discretion in how you speak of this supplement so that we to make NO CLAIMS other than “support of better
can have the value without the “war”. Thank you. Perhaps physical and emotional states of being” as in “makes
a notice will be readied for this paper’s edition—the you ‘feel’ better as would balanced nutrition”.
I am not at this time, however, interested in offering
holiday interruption makes it difficult for the workers to
handle the added load. Kathy and Dave, Diane and you a bunch of hoopla on “nutrition”. I KNOW what the
Jack have volunteered to do the work and I bless them body needs to balance its cellular reproduction and
for their continued service without complaint or stinting. recreation to its original blueprint (DNA/RNA mapping).
KNOW, chelas, that in the “giving” comes automatically This Gaiandriana IS the catalyst which gives the varied
the reward in like kind. Ah, if man would ever but “instructions” to each individual structure.
I do not practice medicine, law, nutrition or any other
learn this simple fact of “being”. When the receiver
is ready for the GIFT—so then shall GOD provide! so-called “professional” career activity. We do not deal in
any type of produced drugs or chemicals as presented
*****
through any pharmaceutical development or offering.
12/28/92—#1
We do not claim “cures” or any form of induced “healing”.
At any rate, man “heals” self. Supplements—be they
GAIANDRIANA
natural, chemical or impacting in any manner—are
Yes, for you who are waiting for the supplement: only tools to assist in such “healing”.
I do need to point out clearly, that the “mind” is in
We are working as fast as little hands can move. We
do, however, require protection of the products and full ALL instances the “directive” order-giver. This means that
control over all advertising so that nothing is done or the physician or teacher can lead, teach, hope and pray—
said which takes this out of the supplement category. but the individual “mind” will do the work or it won’t get
What seems most appropriate to do is integrate capability done. Therefore, I suggest that with all substances and
of utilizing that which you already have acquired from this supplements that any individual utilizes that the mind give
resource and shift over. Supplies are being built but it takes the instructions to the remainder of the vehicle. In other
time to meet regulations of labels, etc. Be a bit patient, words, just as adding various solutions to your gas tank in
please. We will also be bringing forth a chlorella with your car—the various weighted liquids will go to various
introduced cellular programming specific to each consumer. places of work—i.e., cleaners to the carburetor, gas to the
The DNA will reprogram its crystal-program to combustion chambers, lubrication to this or that, etc.
Gaiandriana changes and integrates with any and
individualize. This will be a “whole food” product—
not drug, not “chemical”, and fully NATURAL. It a l l c e l l s a n d b e c o m e s t h e p e r f e c t i o n o f T H A T
will reclaim in wholeness the cellular structure particular cell. The Gaiandriana will actually take the
specific to type of cell within the body. This means shape suitable for structuring or recreating the cellular
“whole”. The introduced cells will immediately go to
that the immune system will reclaim itself.
T h e r e w i l l b e s p e c i f i c s u p p l e m e n t a l r e a d y wherever there is malfunction or mutation—just as do
programmed for various compromised organs, i.e., the proper cells of the immune system. I have no
liver, kidney, etc. But that will need more attention intention of giving you scientific breakdown on this
before it can be released without being stopped in paper, for if I do, the distraction will cause you to
improperly use the supplement. I will, however, share
allowed distribution.
Since the supplements will reclaim the immune t h e s e t e c h n i c a l p r o p e r t i e s a s w e f i n d t i m e a n d
system, the immune system will function without being space—my scribe has neither at present.
We do not wish to longer hold the product
compromised so all mutant-cell diseases and viral
activities will be targeted and the body will reclaim itself. awaiting perfection of instructions save to make sure
Remember that when the student is ready, the teacher you understand how best to utilize that which you
appears. Well, also, when the people are ready for God to will have. YOU CANNOT OVERDOSE UNDER ANY
assist—HE will not fail! Please do, however, allow us to CIRCUMSTANCE. HOWEVER, there is enough
work out things properly and KNOW, PLEASE, there will natural product which would cause you to not “feel”
likely have to be many changes in these early stages of very well if you gulp down the whole bottle at once.
labels, packaging, pricing, etc. The INTENT is to keep this It might even ultimately be better for you to do so
within our own operation somehow, in order to disallow but you might find yourself nauseated and wishing
greedy marketers from ripping-off the public. We desire to you had not done so.

Properties Of Gaiandriana
[MM: This article was previously published in the
1/17/00 and 9/18/02 issues of CONTACT (in full) and
is being republished (in part due to space limitations)
now for research/educational purposes only: It does
NOT purport to make ANY medical/health claims
whatsoever—those issues should be addressed by
your physician and/or medical health practitioner.]
This lengthy article consists of excerpts of numerous
writings by Commander Hatonn from late 1992 through
early 1995 that were placed in Journal #130, TRACKING
DOWN THE KILLER, pages 143-218. We generally refer
to this Journal and its compilation of health-related
information as the “Health Book”.
*****
12/25/92—#1
I have asked that full information be given on Gaiandriana
along with writing on products which WE HAVE MADE
AVAILABLE TO YOU—FOR RECOVERY OF YOUR
HEALTH. You are going to have to begin your program with
cleansing of the parasites you carry within. This is easy to
accomplish but it is mandatory. Why? Because the parasites
utilize your nutrients that “accidentally” make it past the
“neutralizer of good food” and are now being USED AS
VIRAL AND MICROBE CARRIERS to “getcha”.
Then, you are going to have to attend intake enough
to get balanced. I further advise good supplements and
then ongoing attention through the “gaias” and “drias”
to maintain, and shore up continually, your immune
systems. We can’t get all the information into this
Journal but we can get enough that you can begin
to utilize the information immediately.
I am asking the crew to rev up the motors to hopefully
better meet demand. We are not in major marketing of
anything—we don’t even WANT TO BE. We want to be
able to share with you for as long as allowed. In that way
we will be left alone for the most part.
YOU ARE TRULY IN THE MIDDLE OF THE WAR
FOR YOUR WORLD! This is a WAR you CANNOT win
with the sword. Salu.
GOD’S TANGIBLE GIFT TO YOU
I am herein making an announcement of God’s gift to
you, HIS faithful. I have worked hand-in-hand (actually
mind-to-mind) with our most beloved Wendell Hoffmann
(for I desire that he have credit and appreciation for his
open willingness to “give me a hearing”) and we have ready
for you something which none other on the planet yet has in
its “whole” form. My blessed children are working as
quickly as possible here and are working hours without end
to arrange to get this to any who desire it—immediately as
the mails can move it. There is much to be worked out but
we have been petitioned to NOT hold the supplement for
details. YOU NOW HAVE THE “WHOLE” SUBSTANCES
WHICH WILL GIVE RE-CREATION TO YOUR CELLULAR
STRUCTURE INTO WHOLENESS AS RENEWED.
The basic structured product is to be called:
Gaiandriana. The substance made with this addition was
added to the “bread” substance sustaining the children of
Moses in the desert, called “manna”. As our children will
package it for you, the mixture can be added to “Life
Crystal” so that the product already in possession can be
utilized without loss to any of you. Instructions will be
given. The details shall be given directly but OUR
ONES JUST BACK FROM WITNESSING AND
MAKING ARRANGEMENTS ASKED THAT WE GIVE
YOU “KNOWING” TODAY, CHRISTMAS [1992].
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For you who already have what is called “Crystal
Life”—you have a good base for “mixing” and, therefore,
can utilize whatever liquid you have remaining. I do
suggest, however, that as you begin to use the new
product that you start with a bit different regimen.
You who feel good and have noted response already—are
out ahead. Therefore, I suggest you simply continue on
with 8-10 drops of BOTH under the tongue as you have
been doing. If you are suffering from an assault, such as
a “cold” etc., you will want to hit it hard with say, one to
two ounces a couple of times in a day. If you take it in
juice, say apple, you will neutralize the stomach acids to
some extent and that will allow the Gaiandriana to pass
in more quantity into the intestine where it can then
rapidly move into the circulatory system.
You who knowingly suffer from viral-(and HIV) caused
debilitation or active mutation of cells as in malignancies—
give your body a break—take as much as you can tolerate
without nausea several times a day for the first three days
and then taper it down. The little friends reproduce
themselves to their own perfection so overdose won’t
help—just waste. To an already compromised system,
however, the need is great so treat it likewise.
We get constant responses of “miraculous”,
“total resolution” of all manners of insults to the
body. However, we decline to accept this in such
terms—you have only given your body what it needs
to create its perfection in working cellular recreation.
What, actually, represents good health to you? Is it
not “feeling good—or ‘fit’”?
Remember also that, as the reclamation becomes
active, there can be symptoms that you might think are
“illness” as the radicals and mutated cells are cast off.
There are items which will assist you if you want them.
There is a natural combination which we CAN offer you
and which I have asked to be put on “hold”, for we
have no intention of being in the healing “business”.
And, further, we do no advertising through the paper
except for those things made available through other
entities. We will never offer you any “solutions”
without means of obtaining use thereof. To tell you
“baby buntings” will cure arthritis and then not tell
you where to get “baby buntings” would be an insult
to your intelligence. I can also promise you in
guarantee—that you will always be given, through
anything we suggest, that your costs will be below
anything on the market and the quality, perfection, or
as nearly perfect as hands can make it to be.
We must help in healing one another that we might
serve our Father and for THIS cause HE allows our sharing.
We also ask that you be as patient as possible as
our children take on this massive job of distribution
for in the beginning there is no resource for mass
“anything”. I will leave it to the ones who must bear
the work to give instructions as to acquisition.
Now, in addition, our “researcher in charge” is
working with me directly—to produce various medium
“bases” which will automatically produce “target”
Gaiandriana. One will cause immediate awakening of
the estrogen-producing glands. If you are interested
in obtaining specific target gaiandriana product—
please inquire. I believe the cost will be minimal and
can simply be introduced WITH the “regular”
product. It is not necessary except wherein the
present structures have ceased to function. Of
course, if the structure, say the glands themselves,
have been surgically removed—I think you are not
ready for full reproduction. That is, of course, up to
you! It is imperative at this time, surely, to have at
least one blueprinted cell intact even if nonfunctional in your own system under discussion.
Again, we make no claims of any sort other than a
better feeling of well-being.

I know that chlorella is available through this resource
and, again, it is a whole-life substance which has protein
necessary for good muscle stamina and fuels body
function. At this time we won’t pre-introduce Gaiandriana
to the chlorella, for there is no need for you who already
intake Gaiandriana—it will introduce itself.
However, there are a couple of other things which I
would suggest. One, if you wish, is to get Gingko. It is
massively important to the free use of mitachondria which
converts “sugars”, etc. I have written about this before and
will not bore the audience. I have asked that THAT be also
made available to you.
Then, the one that I have on “hold” is a basic
anti-oxidant to handle the free-radicals released from
the toxins sluffed off. We can make it available if
enough of you tell us you want it.
Hydrogen Peroxide is very important but with this NEW
Gaiandriana is not nearly as important as before. The new
product has a medium base that produces H O . I think,
2 2
however, that with a compromised body or in the instance
of arthritis, Alzheimer’s and/or some of the “elderly”
symptoms—it is necessary to have larger amounts until
symptoms seem improved. Again, that is up to you.
We certainly are NOT in competition with any
profession. I certainly am not in competition with
Chiropractic—because aligning the skeletal structure
will enhance all body reclamation.
A damaged “nervous system” and injured spinal cord
are capable of “repair” or, at the least, improved function if
intact at all. All we are doing is offering the body some
necessary tools to repair itself at a cellular level.
I have noted, however, on occasion after
occasion that those who expect miracles, cause
miracles—and you, after all, are THE greatest miracle
of Creator. He would never give unto you His
perfection and keep from you, forever, the means of
maintaining that perfection. BUT NEVER EXPECT
HIM TO PERFECT OR RE-PERFECT THAT WHICH IS
DEDICATED TO THE SERVICE OF HIS ENEMY—
GOD NOR HOSTS WILL SERVE “SATAN”. If your
intent be “right”, your reclamation will also be
“right”, for you shall have the balanced state of
being which will allow reclamation. If your intent is
simply to “heal” enough to continue with your
unGodly actions and intent—I think you would
probably simply sluff off the cells.
Can this “stuff” be actually “seen” or is it one of those
“spiritual gimmicks”? It not only can be microscopically
seen in individual cells—as they multiply and program—but
they can visually be seen growing into cellular “strings”,
“clumps” and membranes of living form. No, they
won’t grow up into puppies, toads or chirping pets.
They will never be more than individualized programmable
“cells”—exactly what they are created to be.
Herein, please, let me sketch a few specifically
individualized cells and you can get an idea of
various recognizable forms. These can be seen and
isolated under a microscope.
I could agree, that the product is so mild in taste,
and quite pleasant to bland, that you might be fooled
into thinking it’s “Willard Water” or some other
inoxious “stuff”. No, it is quite viable and quite
provable and exceptionally “useable”.
Just a side idea: Ladies, take a teaspoon amount and
“wash” over your face. Now, take a “liquid” vitamin E
solution (not oil and not thickened supplement—just liquid
“E” as you will find in a dropper bottle from “Schiff” or a
“GNC” store) in the amount of a few drops. Smooth this
over the face immediately. You will “not believe”
the results in a matter of hours. This same exercise
on rashes, stretch marks in pregnancy, etc., will note
very pleasing results. USE GOD’S PRODUCTS—EVEN
ASPIRIN (A NATURAL SUBSTANCE FROM THE
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WILLOW BARK). Aspirin used properly relieves pain
and regulates the blood viscosity.
Many of you ask for nutrition input. I don’t
want you all going off the “deep end” on anything.
I am not a touter of “meatless” or any other extreme.
Treat your body properly to balance it and the rest
will take care of itself, precious ones. Good nutrition
is, of course, a fine goal. But, you may find times
when you cannot practice that which you desire. Be
prepared with that which will give you sustained
energy and whole-cell access.
We are now growing here, right now, spelt. This
is “Triticum Spelta” as separated from “Triticum
Sativum” (which is wheat). So, it is a form of wheat
but it is the oldest known grain to man. It is not a
hybrid so can produce its own seed, etc. It can be
gotten easily in health food outlets or ordered.
I suggest, if you want to give it a try, homemade (or
purchased) spelt bread. If you have facility for grinding,
get the whole grain and grind it into flour and use as you
would any flour of wheat. You can purchase the wholegrain flour I’m sure. Tinker with your bread-makers, you
who have them, or any way you desire to use, but have the
equivalent of at least two large, thick slices, or cereal, or
whatever grabs you—EVERY DAY. More would be
better. Butter that bread with BUTTER (!) if you have
it. You need what is in the natural butter. If you have
a hangup about it—put anything you want on or
“nothing”. Why? Because spelt has a large supply
of cyanogenic glucosides or nitrilosides, called the
“anti-neoplastic Vitamin B17”. (Enough said?) This
is best utilized “broken down into useable form” in the
presence of substances found in “butter”.
Also, sprinkle your diet liberally with soup made
from RED lentils. If you can’t get “red”, use
“brown”—but what you are wanting is what makes
the lentil “red”. Isn’t all this fun? By the way,
CHUBBY is BETTER than SKINNY! It is said that
“You can’t be too skinny or too wealthy.” WRONG!!
ON BOTH COUNTS!
IF YOU BALANCE THAT BODY AND BRING
THAT “MIND” INTO CONTROL—THE REST WILL
TAKE CARE OF ITSELF. IT IS BETTER TO HEAL
THAT WHICH CAUSES YOU TO BE UNBALANCED
AND THAT MEANS THE OTHER OLD SAYING HAS
TO BE CONSIDERED: “IT IS NOT WHAT YOU ARE
EATING THAT IS YOUR PROBLEM—IT IS WHAT IS
EATING YOU!”
Salu
P.S.: THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING OTHER
THAN NATURAL SUBSTANCES—PROBABLY FOUND IN
99% OF ALL PANTRIES IF YOU KNEW HOW TO USE
THEM—AND THEN, THE WONDROUS GIFT OF LIFE
ADDED TO THIS AMNIONIC LIQUID. GOD has returned
this gift to you for your use in this journey in its proper
sequence—HE CAN ALSO TAKETH IT AWAY! The lifeforms themselves are as old as “time” itself and it is
precious, indeed—don’t abuse this gift, I petition you.
And remember, there is no place for “greed” in the
house of the Lord. So be it.
*****
1/25/93—#2
GAIANDRIANA
In 1986, the J.D. Bernal Peace Library organized
a conference on the dangers of biological warfare.
Ritchie Calder said then that among the weapons
being stockpiled were some designed to bring about
genetic changes. He said the “doomsday bug was
under wraps” and that there was “a conspiracy of
silence about germ weapons because the implications
were so frightening”.
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He told the British Daily Mirror after his address that
“somewhere in the world a germ is being cultured to which
we would have no natural resistance and to which there
would be no sure defense.” [H: Ah so—and therefore there
must be something presented which will create its own
defense while targeting the very mutated cells introduced.
Remember that the HIV virus MUTATES WITH EVERY
INDIVIDUAL IT INFECTS—THEREFORE PROVING IT TO
BE SELECTIVE IN ITS ABILITY TO CONFORM AS
NECESSARY. SO, TO ALTER THAT PATH OF
DESTRUCTION, YOU HAVE TO INTRODUCE
SOMETHING LIKEWISE CAPABLE OF INDIVIDUAL
SELECTION WITHIN THE VERY CELLS CONTAINING
THE VIRUS, AS WELL AS GIVING FULL RESTORATION
OF THE VERY IMMUNE SYSTEM AFFECTED. THAT IS
WHAT IS OFFERED HERE—GAIANDRIANA—THE VERY
STRUCTURE THAT CHANGES ITSELF INTO THE
IDENTICAL PERFECTION OF THE DNA/RNA BLUEPRINT
OF EVERY LIVING CELL. IT HAS BEEN RETURNED TO
YOU—BY US, THE HOSTS—AND WILL BECOME EVEN
MORE PROFICIENT IN ITS SELECTION AS YOU ENTER
INTO THAT “PHOTON BELT”, AS IT THRIVES ON THE
INVISIBLE, HIGHER ULTRAVIOLET FREQUENCIES.
Simple? Indeed! But, you aren’t going to get it in a hospital
ward, chemical house, pharmaceutical house of death drugs,
or in the pits of Gay-ville or Lower Somalian food lines. By
the way, do you ones realize that almost NONE of the needy
villages in Somalia have received any food help AT ALL?
What might that tell you about that Somalian operation?
Villages have been simply driven by and passed up to get to
the media-directed towns selected for show and tell.]
GAIANDRIANA
There are other products which support and aid in the
workings of Gaiandriana which we shall also make available, but,
if you can only have ONE—get the Gaiandriana, for it
renews the very cellular structure of your own body and
then all the rest can be utilized to perfection.
We are receiving reports daily of ones who have
witnessed improved function in everything from
Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s, to simple improvement
in the feeling of “well-being”—and this in only a
couple of days of intake. Miracle? YOU are the
miracle! May insight be your guide.
*****
1/30/93—#1
PRIORITIES
I would remind you ones of MY mission so that
you might better understand why our presentations do
not always match your own perception of what should
be done and in what order to accomplish same.
Ours is to prepare, bring Truth out of the shambles
of the tampered-with disinformation and
misinformation—in other words, we call it THE WORD.
Next, we must awaken the sleepyheads who do
not see that which has come down upon your globe
through powerful, controlling influences in a totally
humanistic issue of slavery/master.
We must speak of that which is WRONG, analyze it
and then when we see and understand that which has come
to be—consider what can be done to counter the rolling
blob of would-be freedom and Truth killers.
The enemy must be identified and his modus
operandi studied and a defense planned, orchestrated
and instrumented.
Further, it means that to regain individual
sovereignty—you MUST start where you CAN DO
SO. You must see what can be done at community,
county and then state levels of organization of
government—THEN you can bring pressure to bear

on the Feds. The government has become totally
topsy-turvy and you are now run by the government,
not the government by you-the-people. In addition,
you are forced to pay for your slavery.
In addition to these insights, we are to point out some
changes of natural evolution—i.e., this so-called “Photon
Belt” now creeping upon you with very damaging X-rays
(for lack of better definition in understanding). Yes, we can
and have brought information and structured substance
to allow you to do very well in those frequencies of
light rays. The same thing will allow cellular good
health and enhancement of the living immune system.
I note that Chlorella is listed first in the discussion
regarding some recommended “things” to assist you to
good health. That is error in placement, for if it would
indicate its priority of importance—it is NOT first in
importance—it might well be last. It is a natural algae
and could be substituted out with other algae forms.
ANYTHING with Gaiandriana (this is not just a tradename)
is FIRST and LAST in importance. If you had nothing other
than this one substance you could do nicely.
Our staff—in an effort to “underplay” the significance
of the offering to keep clear of regulators—are not ever
going to give you more than a smattering of its importance.
I am now, however, writing on the subject and shall
continue to give you a full explanation of what it is and how
it works. I have given explicit and very technical details to
the researchers so that testing and perfection of product
can be accomplished. Phenomenal claims are pouring in
from ones who suffer the debilitations of a myriad of
malfunctions from diabetes, carcinomas, etc., to head colds.
I am happy to share the results but I remind EVERYONE—
Man cures self and anything utilized by Man is simply
a tool. It is simply a giving of the substances “missing”
which accomplishes the ability to reclaim a measure of
good health. If you go forth and claim “miracle cure”—
you will be in gross error, for you will simply make sure
you DO NOT HAVE IT FOR YOUR USE.
GAIANDRIANA
These improvements in health and well-being are nice
but the thing we need attended is that allowance of the
cellular structure, as is, to be able to speed up its frequency
levels to more nearly match the rays pouring in upon you.
That is what is made possible with gaiandriana—a living
cellular structure which duplicates any DNA blueprint in
every and all living cells. Instead of mutations when
attacked by something or other such as a virus—the cells
are able to destroy the virus because of the capabilities
naturally of a strong immune system. These little friends
match an individual’s cellular DNA according to body
location and individual. The cells can cross cellular walls
and reach the invading virus, etc. It acts just the opposite
of what could be exampled as the HIV virus, which mutates
to every individual attacked. The invading virus, for
instance, is a “foreign” influence and must be discarded or
devoured. The Gaiandriana perfects the cells and does the
foreign body removal—just as do the normally operating
immune-system cells. EVERY “disease” is caused by
“foreign” invasion and/or MALFUNCTION. This can occur
at any time from conception to day of death of the body.
If genes are damaged, then some cells will not
produce and reproduce. If this occurs in formation of
a fetus, obviously, you have malformations. Nothing
is apt to help that which is not formed but anything
formed and caused to malfunction by foreign-body
intake can be given proper recovery of itself. This
will not, however, be true of some heavy-metal
poisons, radiation death of cells, etc. However, it
can allow restructuring and recovery of all
DAMAGED cellular structure. This will assist in all
sorts of a myriad of incapacitations.
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2/3/93—#1
RESPONSE TO INQUIRIES ON T-CELLS—GINGKO

Before we close out these updates, let us consider
Gaiandriana and T-Cell count improvement. We have many
responses that utilizing the Gaiandriana is giving almost
immediate response in numbers of T-Cells—but with the
lowering of amount of intake the count will not maintain
itself and falls off. This will not happen if utilized with at
least 3 tablets of Gingko per day. There is a direct and
immediate response to the addition of the Gingko in this
arena. Ones are finding the best results come from four
ounces of Gaiandriana liquid in a day, followed by daily
intake of one ounce per day for the following 12 days.
During this two-week period also intake 3 Gingko tablets
per day. After this two weeks (13 days, actually), continue
with 8-10 drops of Gaiandriana under the tongue for about
three minutes AND continue the 3 daily Gingko tablets. If
the T-Cell improvement drops—do another run-through of
the 4-1-1 etc. To maintain the level of T-cell improvement
this is the best approach. After a while it will balance itself
out, if other impacts are not present. It takes a while for the
body to improve and reverse its functions.
Many are claiming miraculous results. Please do
not do this, for if there are “miracles” happening—
YOU are the miracle. You are simply restructuring
and normalizing the normally functioning original
cellular structure of your body.
As to your inquiries regarding the use of Gaiandriana
in “Valley Fever” fungus, I would suggest the same regimen
as above, for you need a good immune system in any
event. A specific target Gaiandriana “little friend” is being
targeted for study—but a healthy immune system is the
goal to achieve at any point. Valley Fever is a fungus,
Coccidioides immitis (a cocci). Cocci are more
vulnerable to destruction by our little “Pacman”
gophers than are the viruses because there are no
cell walls to resist passage of a countering element.
What is happening with these newly discovered and
hybridized agents of disease is that they overwhelm the
immune system and actually have no known countering
agent (antibiotic). It is always the concomitant “disease”
process which kills in AIDS—not the little lazy HIV virus.
“Cure” should not be in ANY medical or even naturalhealing practice or even self-healing practice. ONLY THE
BODY/MIND CAN HEAL OR CURE OF SELF—everything
else is only a tool. Further, it has to be established that the
tools do not damage as well. In the instance of
Gaiandrianas—they are fully natural little cellular forms
which are simply specific-use tools. This does not mean
they cannot be used for many jobs (i.e., a hammer or pliers)
but there can be specialized pliers for different tasks, as
example. If our offering makes you feel better and seems
to enhance your wellbeing, the pleasure is ours. God bless
and keep you in HIS hands, for it is from HIS HANDS that
these things come forth for your blessing.
Take this from the computer and we will effort to get
on with more writing, for the ending of this week may
require that you be elsewhere most of the time.
*****
2/4/93—#1
VALLEY FEVER
What do I suggest? GAIANDRIANA! There is no
known “cure” for Valley Fever! If your immune system is
debilitated—Valley Fever will run to epidemic proportion
SOON. Why? Because like other “harboring” diseases—
once in the body, ALWAYS IN THE BODY—THEY ARE,
JUST WAITING! If you people don’t get that IMMUNE
SYSTEM working properly, you will not make it as they dump
one thing after another on you. Remember those soldiers
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coming back from the “Desert Storm”? Chelas, you are in
constant jeopardy from these hidden death-dealers. I have no
right nor wish to pound upon you blind lambs—but you are
going to need to do something or you are going to
perish, it appears, at the hands of the would-be KINGS.
CHAPARRAL & AQUAGAIA
Please, you nice herb-users—Chaparral is now
removed from the “quantity” health food outlets and
herbal stores. What does this tell you? THAT IT IS
DAMNED
EFFICIENT
AS
A
HEALTH
RESTORATIVE. ONE BY ONE “THEY” DEPRIVE YOU
OF THAT WHICH YOU MUST HAVE TO SURVIVE
IN A DELIBERATELY SICKENED WORLD.
There is irony herein, however, for Chaparral is simply
a name meaning a “thicket of small low-growing shrubs”.
What the point is, is to get the Creosote bush (Larrea
tridentata of the caltrop family of Mexico and the Colorado
desert) away from you. Now, if you live in this area
affected with Valley Fever, you will note that it is thriving
near the desert areas—which is overgrown with creosote
bushes! Use your heads, chelas, and save your lives!
Should you rush out there and start grazing on these bushes?
I wouldn’t suggest it because you can make yourselves
very, very sick by such unintelligent use—of anything.
But, you CAN find ways of helping your own health—
so investigate those ways. I DO suggest you help
yourselves with a little Gaiandriana and mitochondria
(Aquagaia). It is better to have a healthy immune system
which can handle these invaders than all the “treatment”
and proclaimed “cures” in the world. So be it.
*****
4/16/93—#1
GAIANDRIANA
We will be, very shortly, offering more “in-depth”
information regarding Gaiandriana as we have had it
available long enough to get the next bombardment of
response and inquiries from you readers. We find that
many are taking too much, others not enough—others
simply do not follow directions. In all instances, we must
remember that there are two types of, say, “cancer” cells:
causatives—artificial (or “constructed”) and “natural”. The
“natural” bothers are things such as caffeine in coffee, etc.
The “constructed” and worse are the additives of
“constructed caffeine-like substance”, say, in the cola
beverages. Gaiandriana allows immediate attack of your
immune system against the “naturals” (especially if not
overwhelmed by great intake), but it is all but impossible
for a “natural” substance to break up and dissolve the
causative agent when “man-made” through genetic/DNA
manipulation of the invader—IF THE RECIPIENT
CONTINUES TO ABUSE BY CONTINUED INTAKE OF
THE DAMAGING AGENTS, I.E., OVERUSE OF
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (SURPRISING AS IT MAY
SEEM, EVEN THOUGH ALCOHOL IS DAMAGING IN ITS
OWN RIGHT) IT IS THE “ADDITIVES” WHICH CAUSE
THE MUTATION OF CELLS—TOBACCO ADDITIVES, ETC.
Further, please note that if you use Mogu (Mugu)
tea—do NOT overdo it. If you drink it like you
would a juice or a drink of water—you defeat the
work of the Gaiandriana, as it will move directly to
take up residency and fuel supply from the ingested
tea which is often its very living foundation. Why
work on “aliens” if you keep abundantly supplied in
your favorite life-fuel? Also, MANY THINGS cannot
well be adapted in conjunction and either negate the
other or simply are not compatible.
We find that especially ones with HIV are so
eager to get better that they are swamping their
bodies with everything and while they are “feeling”

better are not showing sufficient increase in the
immune cells. The researchers are going to take the
whole of this week to work on variations to increase the
Gaiandriana per unit, reducing the solution’s “fuel” supply
to cause better intervention of the cells as they move
into the body. You must understand that as this
passes through the stomach—30 to 50% of the cells
are killed. To help avoid such massive loss, a bit of
apple juice is suggested but most ones forget to use
it. Also, you must remember that many “patients”
continue to take medications which are chemically
damaging to the cellular structure as it efforts to
move within its own DNA-structured cells.
I can equate this somewhat to a sperm efforting to get
past all the birth-control devices to fertilize an ovum. I told
you not to EXPECT miracles—YOU ARE THE MIRACLE
and it requires your own cooperation. If you continue to
abuse and insult the body, you are working not only for the
disease invaders but also for the disease-enhancing
additives in your intake. Ones who have been pronounced
“terminal” are showing massive return of good health but
also show willingness to balance their intakes of “body
debilitating” substances. We will ask our Doctor to draw
up a listing of harmful substances. If you can’t give up
your “addictions”, then begin to “taper off” and as you feel
better the nagging addiction CAN come under control. It
will mean you will have to invest in greater intake amounts
(of the correct items), not just at random “overtake”
anything. Also, if you are showing no, or poor, results—
change your intake methods to hit very hard with under the
tongue amounts four to five times a day—leaving the liquid
under the tongue for at least 3 minutes. If you are
working with a child or animal of whom you can’t
require this—use many times a day under the tongue
and it will take up into the bloodstream.
*****
4/27/93—#1
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE:
USE FOR PURIFICATION OF “STUFF”
NECESSARY INSTRUCTIONS:
GAIANDRIANA AND OTHER “PRODUCTS”
As we sit to pen this information I am at a loss as
to how to keep you from thinking me idiot-material.
However, you who already have past information, say,
regarding hydrogen peroxide and its antiseptic-antibiotic
properties, please be patient while we offer information
to those who have not received same. Further, summer
is upon you and such as Gaiandriana and the Mo-Gu
starters and/or tea need updated care instructions.
We have gotten back from ONE who said he had the
“stuff” tested and found a few bacteria, a virus or two
and some E. Coli in the test-run. If it were the
Gaiandriana, I question that result very, very much. It
is important for you to know that in the culture medium
utilized, there is a combination of items which CREATE
AND PRODUCE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE in the
Gaiandriana transformation. This will purify the liquid.
This does not mean that you cannot contaminate the
bottle in some manner. However, since intake
decreases, usually, let us consider the “setting” bottle,
etc. Of course, it is recommended that you store the
larger quantity in refrigeration facilities.
HOWEVER, if you have no refrigeration facilities,
etc.—place the equivalent of 10 drops of food-grade (35%)
hydrogen peroxide (H O ) in a small quantity (approximately
2 2
an ounce) of water (to first dilute the H O ) and then add
2 2
this diluted H O to the 32-ounce Gaiandriana or
2 2
Aquagaia bottle. Remember to scale down the number
of H O drops utilized for the smaller 16-ounce and 82 2
ounce product bottles. The Gaiandriana or Aquagaia
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will continue to thrive and the unwanted bacteria and/
or any virus will be destroyed and then actually removed
by ingestion by the Gaiandriana or Aquagaia activity.
The “tea” (Mo-Gu) is a very different matter. You are
making a very sweet growing medium for the membrane and
in addition you are growing it in a warm condition
(necessary) and further you are setting it for a couple of
weeks or so, give or take a bit. What do I suggest? Well,
I suggest that probably you won’t want to ship much “tea”
during the hot months because of lack of refrigeration en
route. But, you CAN purify the water used in making the tea
with the general rule-of-thumb water-purification formula of 710 drops of 35% food-grade H O per gallon of water—which
2 2
will additionally help enhance the membrane growth.
Then, later on, as you process or “harvest” the finished
Mo-Gu tea product and store it in the refrigerator, add another
7 to 10 drops (say, for a gallon storage container of Mo-Gu,
with scaled-down number of drops for smaller storage
containers) of the 35% food-grade H O . Again, first dilute
2 2
the H O in some water before adding to the Mo-Gu. You
2 2
will not taste it and neither will it hamper the value.
I always suggest, in adding any 35% food-grade H O
2 2
to anything, that it be DILUTED FIRST. Just as you must
NEVER drop concentrated anything into the mouth
(for it would damage living cellular structures),
neither do you dump it full-strength into living culture
medium. Dilute it in a bit (say, an ounce) of water first and
STIR rapidly whatever it is you are dumping the diluted H O
2 2
into for purification purposes. Naturally, if just purifying a
gallon of water, there is no need for active stirring, though a
little closed-container agitation (a few shakes) won’t hurt.
GETTING “SLIMED”
Another question: What about that slimy goo in the
bottom of the bottle of Gaiandriana or Aquagaia if left out
of refrigeration? GOOD GOO! I suggest you now go get
some FOOD-PROCESSED ALOE VERA LIQUID. Take a
half cup or so of it (some of it is even orange or lemon-lime
flavored, etc.) and dump in the “goo” and last portion of a
Gaiandriana or Aquagaia bottle. Or, strain the “goo” out
of its original bottle and place it into the new aloe vera
“home”. Leave set for a couple of days and you will have
a concentrated batch of Gaiandriana or Aquagaia product,
which will be an addition to the original bottle.
This is NOT a replacement for the original batch you
get, for it will not contain all you need. However, in ones
who intake products which tend to kill off a portion of the
Gaiandriana in the body (like caffeine in coffee), this will
enhance the potency—even if you just drink a little.
Remember, Aloe Vera itself has a tendency to make some
people feel “queazy”, so DO NOT OVERDO how much of
this you drink!! However, a full-blown AIDS victim could
take ten times a “normal” amount and only improve—for
perhaps “feeling good” is a very relative state of being.
Some people are going to run fevers and have “crisis”
symptoms as healing takes place. If this goes on for very
long, look to other health problems for the cause.
First, treat the “liquid batch” with hydrogen peroxide
as above described. THEN start on a regimen of
hydrogen peroxide according to the instructions given
again herein [following after next paragraph].
I happen to know that you do not need to work up to
any 25 drops as the instructions [following] claim UNLESS
you are suffering from flu, infection or other maladies. If
you are “well” and “anything” makes you feel bad—either
stop it or, certainly, decrease the amount. USE YOUR
REASONING MIND!! Like anything of this nature—TOO
MUCH WILL MAKE YOU SICK OR BE DETRIMENTAL,
EXCEPT WITH GAIANDRIANA—AND THEN EVEN
THOUGH YOU MIGHT NOT FEEL GOOD (BECAUSE OF
THE OVERDOSE OF ALOE FROM THE CULTURE
MEDIUM), YOU WON’T HURT YOURSELF.
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HYDROGEN PEROXIDE—H2O2
(35% FOOD GRADE)
Purchase a small eyedropper bottle at the drug store.
Fill your small dropper bottle from the large bottle as
needed. The large bottle may be stored in the
refrigerator or in the freezer, inside another plastic
container. The small eyedropper bottle should also be
kept in the refrigerator. Always use caution when
handling 35% hydrogen peroxide!
DO NOT use with carrot juice, carbonated drinks or
alcohol. For best results, take on an empty stomach, one
hour before a meal or three hours after meals.
Formula: Mix the number of drops of 35%
hydrogen peroxide into at least 6 oz. of distilled water,
juice or milk and stir vigorously, then drink the
mixture. Some people eat ¼ to ½ of a banana
immediately after drinking the solution. You may
prefer something else to eat.
If your stomach gets upset at any level, stay at
that level or go back one level. Then proceed to
increase your daily dosage again.
When free of complaints you may taper off by
taking:
25 drops once every other day for 1 week.
25 drops once every 3rd day for 2 weeks.
25 drops once every 4th day for 3 weeks.
A good maintenance dosage could be 5-15 drops per
week, or whatever makes you feel good.
If you get the 35% hydrogen peroxide on your skin,
rinse it under running water for several minutes.
Soak feet: 1-1/2 oz. 35% to 1 gal. of water.
Bath: 16 oz. 35% to a tub of water to detoxify.
Colonic: ½ pt. of 3% per 5 gal. of water.
Douche: 6 tablespoons of 3% per qt. of water.
Candidiasis: 1 drop of 35% 3 times a day then
increase schedule.
For the more serious complaints, stay at 25 drops 3
times per day for 1 to 3 weeks. Then graduate down to 25
drops two times per day until your problem is taken care
of. This may be from 1 to 6 months.
If you have a weak stomach you may experience
nausea similar to that in pregnancy. Also, as dead
bacteria or various forms of poisons are released, you
will experience a cleansing effect as they are released
through the elimination organs of the body: skin,
lungs, kidneys and bowels.
Some reactions to the cleansing effect could
include skin eruptions, nausea, headaches,
sleepiness, unusual fatigue, diarrhea, head or chest
cold, ear infections, boils or any other ways the body
uses to loosen toxins. This is a natural cleansing of
the body and should be of a short duration as you
continue to maintain your program.
Formula to make a 3% solution of hydrogen
peroxide: Put 1 oz. of 35% hydrogen peroxide in a
pint jar. Add 11 ozs. of distilled water. This will give
you 12 ozs. of 3% H2O2. Use also for brushing teeth
and applying to skin sores.
Do not use 35% H2O2 if you have had a transplant.
OTHER PRODUCTS
We have tried to make available other products to
use in conjunction with the Gaiandriana. USE YOUR
REASON HERE ALSO!! If something makes you feel
bad—don’t use it! Cut back on amount or forget it
altogether. These are all natural substances so
remember, if you are eating anything that makes you
feel bad—you quit eating it, right? Just continue the
Gaiandriana—I promise you—it is not making you ill.
If you are reacting, then it may be due to the “base”
or “combining” substance in tableting, etc.
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CHLORELLA

SPILLING

We get complaints about chlorella causing
indigestion, etc. Chew the tablets or dissolve in a bit
of liquid before intake.
Now again, use reason. Are you still eating in
addition to the chlorella? Well, perhaps you will wish
to reduce the intake. It is better for you than food but
you DON’T NEED EVERYTHING. We are efforting to
show you what you could take with NO food in survival
situation AND STILL BE ABUNDANTLY HEALTHY.
Adjust your intake accordingly. If you are caught in
an emergency and need survival sustenance—now
you know what to take for health needs.
You can subsist on chlorella and water alone.
Add Mo-Gu tea, a bit of spelt bread and some lentils
(preferably red) and you can live healthily ever
after—in other words, it would not be malnutrition
that would “getcha”. AND ALWAYS KEEP FOODGRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE AVAILABLE TO
PURIFY EVERYTHING. REMEMBER, 7 DROPS OF
35% FOOD-GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE TO A
GALLON OF WATER WILL PURIFY IT AND THE
WATER WILL PICK UP A MUCH IMPROVED
“FLAVOR” OF FRESHNESS UNDER MOST
CIRCUMSTANCES NOT EVEN NOTED AT ALL.
THIS is why one of the first items confiscated
from health food stores, labs, and so on—IS
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE IN FOOD GRADE. I remind
you readers of long standing: The best treatment for
arthritis and other seemingly “incurable” diseases is
hydrogen peroxide therapy in an accompanying
regimen of Gaiandriana, which moves in and restores
the cellular restructuring of self.

If you spill full strength (35%) peroxide on your skin—
it will burn you. Rinse immediately under water and it will
be fine. It will bleach so rinse anything that gets
spattered—in water. It is simply one of those substances
which needs to be handled properly. Peroxide offers so
many “cleaning” uses that I won’t even effort to list them—
but you will find it about the most useful item around
your kitchen, bath, etc. You can find information at
health-food stores and vitamin-supply outlets.
Our people may also be able to direct you or help you
with product or information. I do not attend those things
unless brought to my attention. We offer these things as a
service rather than a major business, so we are perhaps remiss
in full-range material. We can do better when the full load
eases a bit. Thank you for your patience and loving support
of the ones who have taken this load on in addition to their
other tasks—ever without complaint and ever wishing to help
and please. At present they are trying to build refrigeration
facilities to bring you exceptional product as the months heat
up and yet do so with very, very limited resources—so we do
thank you for your patience. With George Green’s attack
on the Institute a lot of things have had to wait or be
actually closed down until the audits are over and the
reclamation can begin. As you might realize, the impact
has been great on all entities in these projects. It is fine—
rewards will be in like measure to that which is given forth.
*****
9/1/93—#1

CRYSTAL LIFE
That is an exceptional product but has become
almost out-of-sight expensive. However, the best results
with Gaiandriana are being reported with continued,
even if remarkably decreased, amounts of Crystal Life
right along in conjunction with the Gaiandriana—
mixed or otherwise. About 8 to 10 drops mixed or
separate under the tongue three times a day is
excellent. In illness, however, increase within reason.
If I did not already state it prior to this—add 7-10
drops of hydrogen peroxide per quart to the Crystal
Life also—especially if non-refrigerated, after
opening. This will decontaminate any possible
“unwanted visitors” and not damage the product.
WATER
I cannot urge you often enough to TREAT your
faucet water. Even if you have a reverse-osmosis
unit—treat that water with proper amounts of
hydrogen peroxide, for YOU DO NOT KNOW WHAT
IS IN THAT WATER.
IT WON’T HELP
CONTAMINATION BY TOXINS BUT IT WILL TAKE
CARE OF THE VIRAL OR BACTERIAL
CONTAMINATES. IT IS CHEAP AND NON-TOXIC
IN PURIFICATION AMOUNTS. The best mouthwash
and gum enhancer is a mouthwash of several drops
of hydrogen peroxide (35%) in one-fourth cup of
water (or so) and cleanse mouth after brushing (or
just do it several times a day as convenient). If the
solution is “light” just swallow the wash—it can only
help you, unless you have an active mouth infection.
Moreover, I suggest keeping some hydrogen peroxide
near and handy to drop a few drops of undiluted
peroxide on your toothbrush a couple of times a
week—or daily—whatever. You will have a sterilized
brush and stop spreading germs and recontamination.

GAIANDRIANA AND SPELT BREAD
So, what has Dharma been doing that she couldn’t trip
through and over the keyboard? We have been perfecting
the Gaiandriana and that which needs to go WITH IT for fullbore offering. I spoke of it at length on this past Sunday so
will not be repeating here. We will be writing about IT and
also that which is suggested you do along with the Gaiadrianas and drias. We have waited for ones of your place to
meet our needs and offered to meet theirs—but we only get
more conflict and discrediting. We are not interested in
“saving” anything but will offer God’s gifts to anyone who
desires to share in HIS work and journey. We are going to
offer to do so in convenience and pricing which will be less
than anything you can purchase anywhere.
A MAJOR part of my suggested “program” is SPELTA
BREAD. Spelta is a grain all of its own unique being.
It is the best fiber resource, has large amounts of B-17
(anti-carcinoma)—it is the grain GOD gave to the
planet as “manna” when you were put upon it.
The Spelta is more mildly flavorful than wheat and
even ones allergic to wheat will have no allergy to Spelt.
It is, however, VERY EXPENSIVE, for it was all but removed
from the market. We will arrange to find a conduit and keep
you informed. We are finding that, in general, the cost is
upwards of a dollar per pound—even in large batches for
the most part. This means that in some health-food
resource stores it is $2.50 a pound and up.
Our people need another job like the proverbial hole-inthe-head but we see no other way to make this available to
you. We can consider packaging in smaller than the usual
amount of 25 (min.) pounds of the flour. As we grow and
harvest from our own fields we can grind it and offer it for
less but, with Mr. Green’s antics this year, we lost most of the
harvest quantity. We are indebted beyond measure to the
Millers, who made an irrigation system available albeit almost
too late to salvage the fields. Don’t worry about keeping
“track”, people—GOD KEEPS GOOD RECORDS!
In addition to the above, the PLAN is to offer a
good bread-making machine at below cost of even the
discount markets—direct from a manufacturer. It
looks like perhaps the best turbo machine may come
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in at well under $200 (it sells for $300). This is NOT
set yet—I am only mentioning it for you who
diligently effort to follow necessary instructions.
I have had Dharma into the Gaiandriana preparation but
also standardizing a recipe which can be utilized in any
machine or, at the least, TWO varieties (the round and the
square leaders on the market). It is difficult, for whole-grain
Spelt is harder to deal with than is whole-grain wheat. The
loaves will be “heavier” but after dozens of loaves of bread
she has developed one that appears to package into
individual machine-ready ingredients for a large loaf of
just around, or just under, two pounds. To get better
“rising” we are, of necessity, adding a bit of bread
flour from wheat, so all should keep that in mind
when ordering the pre-packaged ingredients. We
have not been able to establish costs for the product
because we haven’t reached a stabilized recipe.
By the way, the ones who have served you so well up
to now—Kathy, Diane, Jack and on and on—are willing to
run the extra load of accounting and ferreting out the
machines and will offer them on a “time” payoff
arrangement, if possible, and it appears to be possible. Of
course, you will be able to utilize the ingredients by hand
as well so don’t get up-tight about it. Also, you can get
Spelt flour and make cookies, muffins, biscuits or any flour
product. This other is simply for convenience and FOR MY
PURPOSES—FOR I PREFER YOU HAVE BREAD WHICH
YOU CAN SLICE AND THEN TOAST. In the toasting
comes a release of the substances which make the grain so
incredibly good in the first place—AND THEN,
BUTTER IT. I said BUTTER, not margarine. There
is a substance in BUTTER which allows utilization of
the important substances and allows the body full
utilization—no other oil has it.
As we get closer to being able to offer the fullrange regime and do the labor (for we have to “nursery”
the drianas and other mandatory life-forms and it takes
TIME for full growing cycles), we have no facilities and
even though there are willing hands to help, we remain
limited by ability to get “quantity” and the preparation
of thousands of packages by hand is an overwhelming
prospect for these already overextended people. Your
patience will be appreciated and we know that you will be
gracious and understanding as always. We are hopefully
looking forward to early or mid-October to begin.
Do NOT concern that the product you have will be
outdated—it won’t—it will be the same as utilized for
“maintenance”. I believe, especially for you CONTACT
subscribers, there is a special offer which is being set up
in some manner. It will henceforth PAY ones to subscribe
because there will be ongoing discounts, to ones who do
so, on everything which is accepted by the CONTACT to
back publicly—the JOURNALS also.
We will keep you informed as we move along here.
*****
9/4/93—#1
SPELT
Please, readers, understand that this is NOT Dharma’s
only task—writing for me or my compatriots. I have her
actually putting together the life-substance resource of
Gaiandriana that you might have that which WE know to be
necessary and correct for all purposes of good health.
Someone has to do the actual measuring and testing and
she is NOT a chemist or scientist any more than she is
an author. She must also perfect the required product
of SPELTA (Triticum spelta) and not Triticum aestivum
or (T. sativum) which is the grain of what you call
WHEAT. This is done so that YOU will be able to
utilize the product in some measure of success, since the
grain seems to be highly “hidden” (because it is a most
wondrous product sent to you from God). It is the most

delicate of flavor, surpassing wheat in its flavor and
unmatched in its health-positive perfection.
She is working to perfect right proportions for what I
demand as well as a product that you can utilize in your
bread machines, by hand (in your oven), or in other
cooking. “We” are “there” with the bread loaves—it is just
the final product testing daily and the problems of
packaging which confront her now and, here, she has help
so it should move right along. We have a typical “team”
in working here—she takes credit for the “good” baking
and causes “me” to look bad with the “hockey pucks”!
Ah, a ghost gets no respect! Worse yet—there have been
lots more “hockey pucks” than soft, fine loaves of manna.
She plans to offer you some other recipes as the flour
becomes more available. It is very expensive to purchase—
WHEN YOU CAN GET IT—and must be utilized as
“whole” grain product to be suitable.
*****
10/2/93—#1
GAIANDRIANA & AQUAGAIA
AQUAGAIA AND GAIANDRIANA ARE TWO
SEPARATE ENTITIES AND IF STORED TOGETHER THE
GAIANDRIANA CONSUMES THE MITOCHONDRIA IN
THE AQUAGAIA. (The mitochondria is that which feeds
on vessel plaque adhering to blood vessel linings. It is also
that which directly affects the blood-sugar conversion
system within the body—so you want to tend it carefully.)
AFTER ENTRY INTO THE BODY SYSTEM THEY
GO ABOUT THEIR SEPARATE WORK AND MIXING
IS FINE—SIMPLY DO NOT MIX FOR STORAGE OR
FOR ANY LENGTHY PERIOD OF TIME.
EACH TIME YOU TAKE EITHER THE GAIANDRIANA
OR THE AQUAGAIA—HOLD A PORTION UNDER THE
TONGUE FOR A COUPLE OR THREE MINUTES BEFORE
SWALLOWING. THIS ALLOWS INSTANT ENTRY INTO
THE BLOOD SYSTEM. BOTH ARE CELL STRUCTURES
EXACTLY LIKE YOUR BODY CELLULAR STRUCTURE.
UPON ENTERING YOUR INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM THE CELLS
WILL PICK UP YOUR DNA PATTERN AND REPRODUCE
ONLY “WHOLE” ORIGINAL CELLS. ALL FOREIGN BODY
PRESENCE (I.E., VIRUS, BACTERIA, MUTATION
CELLS, ETC.) ARE TAKEN OUT, USED FOR
REFUELING AND/OR SLUFFED FROM THE BODY.
THIS IS NOT A MEDICINE OF ANY KIND. IT IS A
WHOLE-CELL PRODUCT WHICH ALIGNS WITH
INDIVIDUAL BODY CELLULAR LIFE. It seems to enhance
the production of immune system function and increase
presence of T-cells—among other cells in the immune
system—raising immeasurably the body’s defense system
to deter malfunction of any kind. The “Driana” cells are
blueprinted with all substances found in natural cell
structures. These work WITH the ORIGINAL cell patterns
in a body and reproduce only “whole” cells, while
cleansing out the mutations and alien particulate. Do not
expect this to act as an antibiotic of some kind—the cellular
structure has to be shored up and an enhancement period
of time accomplished. This is only that which can help your
own healing mechanisms do what they were originally
supposed to do in perfect creation of body specific. FIRST
YOU ENHANCE AND HEAL YOUR OWN IMMUNE
SYSTEM AND SYSTEMIC “ORDER” AND THEN THE
BODY WILL ATTEND ITS PROPER FUNCTION
GAIALYTE
This is an electrolyte concentrate with Kargosok tea,
Gaiandriana, Carbragaia (a cartilage similar to shark-fin
but “programmed” to human tissue), juice and a plethora
of vitamins and minerals necessary for EVERY cell
structure. This also adds fuel for the new cells
introduced from the Gaiandriana and Aquagaia.

FEBRUARY 19, 2003
RECONSTITUTION INSTRUCTIONS:

TAKE ¼ CUP (2 OZ) CONCENTRATE AND
RECONSTITUTE WITH WATER TO ONE (1) CUP LIQUID.
(CHILL THE CONCENTRATE AND SHAKE WELL
BEFORE OPENING AS IT TENDS TO “BLOW” AS IT
MATURES AND RELEASES NEW LIFE.) (If volume
is a problem, the water can be reduced or eliminated
but the fruit juice is necessary.)
ADD: ¼ CUP CRANBERRY JUICE
ADD: ½ CUP APPLE JUICE
This is a very tasty drink and is best when
chilled or on ice.
DRINK A FULL MEASURE OF THIS MIXTURE AT
LEAST FOUR TIMES THE FIRST DAY. IT IS SUGGESTED
BY USERS THAT IT IS BETTER TO TAKE YOUR LAST
DAILY AMOUNT ABOUT 4 HOURS PRIOR TO SLEEPTIME AS IT TENDS TO “REV-UP” THE SYSTEM.
MANY, HOWEVER, ENJOY IT AS A BEDTIME DRINK
SO USE YOUR OWN JUDGMENT.
WHY APPLE AND CRANBERRY JUICE
ADDITIONS? BECAUSE YOU WILL NEED TO CLEAR
OUT THE LIVER DISCHARGE SYSTEM AND APPLE
JUICE IS RECOMMENDED FOR THE FUNCTION OF
THE GALL BLADDER. CRANBERRY JUICE IS
RECOMMENDED FOR THE BLADDER (URINE) SYSTEM.
YOU MAY USE ALL ONE TYPE OF JUICE AT A TIME IF
YOU LIKE BUT THIS IS A MINIMUM AMOUNT DESIRED
FOR INITIAL CLEANSING. HAVE AS MUCH
ADDITIONAL JUICE AS YOU WISH. WE ENCOURAGE
DRINKING A LOT OF BOTH AS WELL AS OTHER JUICES
AT EVERY OPPORTUNITY. AT UPSTART OF THIS
PROGRAM DO NOT GET THE JUICE “BLENDS”, AS THEY
WILL NOT CONTAIN THE PROPER AMOUNT OF EITHER.
AS YOU MOVE INTO A REGULAR, ONGOING
INTAKE REGIME—USE ANYTHING YOU WANT.
SPELT BREAD
This is a problem to some who have no access to Spelt.
Spelt is, however, THE gift of GOD to your planet as the
“original” grain. It is deliciously milder than wheat, nonhybrid and is so far superior to other grains as to be almost
incomparable. If you cannot get Spelt bread or grain, of
course, use the best whole grain bread you CAN get.
OUR RESOURCES WILL BE ABLE TO SUPPLY YOU
WITH SPELT IN ONE FORM OR ANOTHER. THEY ALSO
ARE SETTING UP A PROGRAM WHEREBY YOU CAN
OBTAIN A BREAD MACHINE FOR YOUR USE AND
“BREAD MIX” WHICH IS SUITABLE FOR SAME. THE
FLOUR IS NOT INTERCHANGEABLE IN MOST
INSTANCES BUT CAN BE ADJUSTED NICELY IF TIME
IS TAKEN TO DO SO. THERE ARE, HOWEVER,
SUBSTANCES IN SPELT THAT NO OTHER GRAIN HAS
AVAILABLE AND SPELT IS ALL THAT I RECOMMEND.
OTHERS ARE SIMPLY FILLERS FOR THE TUM-TUM.
IN THE UPSTART PROGRAM YOU WILL INGEST
PROBABLY MORE THAN YOU WANT, IT WILL SEEM,
FOR IT IS A MAGNIFICENT BREAD UPON WHICH YOU
COULD LIVE NICELY WITH NOTHING ELSE ADDED.
HOWEVER, OUR THRUST IS AFTER, AMONG OTHER
THINGS, THE FIRST TWO “B” VITAMINS AND B-17.
B-17 IS AN “ANTI-NEOPLASTIC” SUBSTANCE WHOSE
PRESENCE IS NOT FOUND ELSEWHERE IN ANY
AMOUNTS ALLOWABLE TO YOU ANY LONGER.
TOASTING THE GRAIN OR BREAD HELPS RELEASE THE
VITAMIN AND ALSO THE ADDITION OF BUTTER (NOT
IMITATION) INGESTED WITH THE GRAIN ALLOWS
TWICE, OR MORE, THE RELEASE OF THAT VITAMIN.
If you cannot bring yourself to have butter on every
piece of bread you eat—I do ask that you have at
least one tablespoon of butter per day in some way.
It has properties that no other fat carries.
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As you get your body back into BALANCE you will
find that it is the very thing you go through now which
got you into the unbalanced mess in the first place.
If your system is able to work as it should—IT CAN
BALANCE ITS OWN PERFECTION WITHOUT YOUR
CUTTING IN OR OUT ITEMS FROM A REGULAR
DIET. YOU HAVE MADE YOUR BODIES SICK. IT
IS UP TO YOU TO GIVE THEM, NOW, WHAT THEY
NEED TO HEAL THEMSELVES.
INSTRUCTIONS
DAY ONE:
6 OUNCES GAIANDRIANA divided into 2-ounce
segments. Can be mixed nicely with GAIALYTE drink.
6 OUNCES AQUAGAIA divided into 2-ounce
segments. Can be mixed into GAIALYTE drink—
EXCEPT in cases where you already have mixed
Gaiandriana into the drink.
4 GAIALYTE drinks
4 TO 5 AVERAGE SLICES OF SPELT BREAD
(PREFERRED TOASTED) WITH A BIT OF BUTTER
DAY TWO:
SAME AS DAY ONE
DAY THREE:
GAIANDRIANA: REDUCE TO THREE OUNCES.
AQUAGAIA: REDUCE TO THREE OUNCES.
GAIALYTE: REDUCE TO THREE DRINKS.
SPELT BREAD: YOU CAN REDUCE TO 2 SLICES IF
YOU DESIRE.
DAY FOUR:
GAIANDRIANA: REDUCE TO 2 OUNCES.
AQUAGAIA: REDUCE TO 2 OUNCES.
GAIALYTE: CAN REDUCE TO 2 DRINKS IF
DESIRED.
SPELT BREAD: AS DESIRED—AT LEAST ONE SLICE
OR EQUIVALENT IF AVAILABLE.
DAY FIVE:
GAIANDRIANA: REDUCE TO 1 OUNCE.
AQUAGAIA: REDUCE TO 1 OUNCE.
GAIALYTE: IDEAL TO CONTINUE PERMANENTLY,
2 DRINKS PER DAY.
SPELT BREAD: AS AVAILABLE AND DESIRED.
IDEAL TO ALWAYS HAVE SPELT BREAD AS YOUR
STAPLE GRAIN PRODUCT.
DAY SIX & SEVEN:
GAIANDRIANA: REDUCE TO ½ OUNCE.
AQUAGAIA: REDUCE TO ½ OUNCE.
GAIALYTE: 2 DRINKS
SPELT BREAD: AT LEAST ONE SLICE OR
EQUIVALENT
MAINTENANCE:
GAIANDRIANA: ½ OUNCE PREFERRED, TAKEN
IN DROPS UNDER THE TONGUE AT LEAST THREE
TIMES/DAY. UNFORTUNATELY, THE AMOUNT NOW
BECOMES A MATTER OF EXPENSE AND ABILITY
TO HAVE QUANTITY. AS LITTLE AS 8 TO 10 DROPS
UNDER THE TONGUE TWO TO THREE MINUTES
3X PER DAY WILL PROBABLY MAINTAIN YOU IN
A HEALED STATE OF NORMAL FUNCTION. I
SUGGEST THAT IF COLDS, FLUS, ETC., ARE
AROUND YOU OR YOU SHOW SIGNS OF PHYSICAL
STRESS, INCREASE YOUR INTAKE ACCORDINGLY.
AQUAGAIA: IF YOU HAVE A KNOWN
METABOLISM PROBLEM OR PLAQUES IN THE
VESSELS, I DO SUGGEST YOU CONTINUE WITH AT
LEAST MINIMUM INTAKE OF AQUAGAIA.
HOWEVER, IF CLEARANCE IS ACHIEVED AND YOU
ARE COMFORTABLE, YOU CAN USE A FEW
DROPS UNDER YOUR TONGUE ONCE OR TWICE
DAILY AND YOU WILL REMAIN BALANCED. IF

YOU NEED TO GIVE UP EITHER ONE OR THE
OTHER, AQUAGAIA OR GAIANDRIANA, GIVE UP
THE AQUAGAIA—FOR IN A BALANCED STATE
THE GAIANDRIANA WILL SUFFICE NICELY.
GAIALYTE: IF YOU CAN DO SO, CONTINUE
WITH TWO DRINKS PER DAY—INDEFINITELY. IF
YOU MUST REDUCE INTAKE, PLEASE TRY TO
MAINTAIN WITH AT LEAST ONE DRINK PER
DAY. THIS IS MASSIVELY ENHANCED WITH
WHOLE GAIANDRIANA AND CARBRAGAIA AND
OTHER THINGS WHICH YOU CANNOT GET
ELSEWHERE, ANYWHERE WE KNOW ABOUT.
SPELT BREAD: THE PROPER AMOUNT IS TWO
SLICES PER DAY; ALWAYS TRY TO GET AT
LEAST ONE SLICE PER DAY.
[Oberli’s Note: Thirty-some years ago, when the
diet beverage called METRO-CAL was first
introduced, my uncle Harold Ekker (a huge man)
complained, “I’ve drunk two cans of that stuff with
every meal for six weeks and all the good it’s done
is gain me ten pounds!” This program is a bit like
that—if you just add it to what you eat/drink now it
will add to the weight around your middle and
subtract from the weight of your wallet.
What our friend has brought to us is an ulcerless,
stress-defeating new lifestyle which can restore our bodies
to their intended functioning, a condition most of us have
not enjoyed since long before our first birthday. If we will
substitute a glass of GAIALYTE and a slice of buttered
spelt toast for that morning cup(s) of coffee plus donut (or
?) and then do the same at lunchtime, we will experience a
marvelous elevation of energy and a new clarity of thinking
without any significant change in our daily food/beverage
expense. The cost is approximately $3 per day at the
maintenance level—less than most spend for lunch—
and this includes the optimum input of Gaiandriana.
Speaking of cost, I should remind you that GCH
has said many times that we are to provide
substantial price breaks to CONTACT subscribers.
For additional ordering information please call NEW
GAIA PRODUCTS at 1-800-639-4242. Thank you for your
attention—Oberli] [updated to 1-888-895-1696]
(We thank Oberli for volunteering to assist with
this announcement.)
NOW, WE ARE ASKED ABOUT SUPPLEMENTS
TO THIS PROGRAM. AS MANY AS YOU FEEL YOU
CAN AFFORD IS THE ONLY LIMITATION I CAN SEE.
THERE ARE SOME THINGS WHICH WILL MAKE
YOU FEEL SO MUCH BETTER AND FUNCTION
MORE EFFICIENTLY. A WELL-ROUNDED
SUPPLEMENT PROGRAM IS EXCELLENT FOR
ONGOING AVAILABILITY OF NEEDS FOR THE
CELLS’ CONTINUING HEALTH AND BALANCE. WE
HAVE TAKEN THESE ADDITIVES UP IN SEPARATE
WRITINGS AND DESCRIPTIONS.
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO SAY ENOUGH ABOUT SUCH
AS THE PROPER USE OF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE AND
THE ALOE VERA PRODUCTS. IN THE GAIALYTE, FOR
INSTANCE, THE REACTION WITH THE
GAIANDRIANAS AND THE ALOE VERA PRODUCE
ABUNDANT FOLIC ACID, HYDROGEN PEROXIDE AND
VITAMIN C AS MAJOR CONVERSION TAKES PLACE.
WE ARE NOT, HOWEVER, IN ANY BUSINESS
OTHER THAN THAT WHICH WILL ALLOW YOUR
OWN DEFENSES TO BALANCE YOUR BODY
FUNCTIONS. WE CAN OFFER YOU WHAT MAY BE
NEEDED—YOU, HOWEVER, MUST HEAL SELF—
THESE ARE BUT TOOLS FOR YOUR USE.
AS THE GOVERNMENT TAKES AWAY YOUR
SUPPORT SYSTEM IN THE FORM OF HERBS AND
NATURAL SUBSTANCES (BEGINNING IN THIS
DECEMBER) YOU ARE GOING TO GET IN WORSE
PHYSICAL CONDITION UNLESS YOU TURN TO THAT
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WHICH WILL NATURALLY BRING BALANCE IN
PROPER PROPORTION TO YOUR CELLULAR
STRUCTURE AND ALLOW YOU TO ENHANCE YOUR
DEFENSE SYSTEM TO CAST OFF DISEASE, ETC. YOU
DO NOT HAVE TO “MAKE A BIG DEAL OUT OF IT”.
THE BODY IS PERFECTLY ABLE TO ATTEND ITSELF
AND DEFEND ITSELF IF GIVEN A BASIC MINIMUM
OF WHAT IT NEEDS. ONCE RESTRUCTURED IN
WHOLENESS IT CAN SURVIVE ON THE BASICS OF
WATER, GOOD AIR, CHLORELLA, GAIANDRIANA
REPLACEMENTS, A FEW LENTILS AND SPELT. IS
THIS DESIRABLE? IF YOU ARE STARVING TO
DEATH? I THINK IT WOULD BE MOST AGREEABLE!
IT IS OBVIOUS THAT YOU WILL NOT BE GIVEN
GOOD HEALTH AS A PROMISE FROM YOUR NEW
WORLD ORDER—SICKNESS SEEMS TO BE THE
OFFERING AND BANDAID TREATMENT FOR THAT.
THIS IS ALL NATURAL SUBSTANCE WHICH
WE OFFER—NO MEDICINE AND NO CHEMICALS.
WE ARE NOT PRACTICING MEDICINE UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES—NONE OF US ARE DOCTORS
NOR HAVE ANY WISH TO BE SO.
CAN YOU HEAL YOURSELF? OF COURSE! GOD
BIRTHED YOU WITH THE PERFECTION TO DO SO.
CAN A BABE UTILIZE THESE THINGS TO HEAL SELF?
OF COURSE, ONLY THE CONSCIOUS MIND OF THE
BABY IS NOT AWARE—THE SUBCONSCIOUS MIND
WILL HEAR, FOR INSTANCE, EVERY WORD ON THE
TAPE AND TAKE IT IMMEDIATELY WITHIN AS
INSTRUCTIONS FAR FASTER THAN YOU ADULTS.
FOR INFANTS AND TODDLERS
YES, INDEED, GIVE THEM THE ABOVE ITEMS.
MAKE CEREAL FROM THE SPELT OR OFFER IN
OTHER FOODS AS THEY GROW INTO READINESS
FOR SOLID FOOD. THE JUICE MIX WILL BE
GREATLY ENJOYED BY BABIES AND CHILDREN—
GIVE THEM AMOUNTS APPROPRIATE.
GAIANDRIANA, ETC.: PLEASE DO OFFER YOUR
CHILDREN THIS DEFENSE SUPPORT. THEY ARE
BOMBARDED MORE HARSHLY THAN ARE ADULTS.
IF A CHILD IS SHOWING SIGNS OF COMING DOWN
WITH A COLD OR FLU—GIVE UP TO THREE
OUNCES AND THEN BACK TO MAINTENANCE.
GAIANDRIANA CAN BE SIMPLY ADDED TO
FORMULA OR WATER—OR A BIT OF JUICE. IF
YOU CAN GET YOUR BABY FUNCTIONING IN A
BALANCED MANNER—IT CAN MAINTAIN ITSELF.
YOU CAN, AT THE LEAST, MATCH OR
SURPASS THE LIFESPAN (IN GOOD HEALTH) OF
THE ANCIENT PEOPLE OF HIGH TIBET OR THE
OTHER LONG-LIVED BROTHERS. YOU ARE
SIMPLY KILLING OFF YOUR OWN SPECIES AS
YOU ARE GOING. IT SEEMS A BIT OF A SHAME
SINCE HUMANS CLAIM TO WISH A LONG AND
HEALTHY LIFE. IT IS STRICTLY UP TO YOU.
We are continually blasted with the fact that if
people would quit smoking, drinking, eating wrong,
etc., etc., etc.—they wouldn’t have these problems.
Well, you do these things and surely enough you
damage yourselves. However, do not think that you
cannot help self in spite of these problems and
addictions. You may find the addictions coming under
YOUR CONTROL instead of OUT OF CONTROL as you
REGAIN CONTROL AND BALANCE. I would urge you
to get control as rapidly as possible, for the thrust of
the New World Order is going to get more
repressive instead of better and you need all the
ammunition you can get for good health, if you are to
withstand that which is coming.
I can only offer that which “can” assist you to
perfect a “miracle”—YOU ARE THE MIRACLE!
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POINTS TO PONDER: GAIANDRIANA
It has been brought to my attention that I need to give
you a few more instructions on Gaiandriana. Dharma
handles a lot of the research experiments with the
“mother” cells and she got a real shocker today.
Yesterday was too busy to attend much work on the
Gaiandriana so all she did was add the additional
water I told her to use to “hold” it. Today is a
beautiful, clear and “Sun-intense” day at this altitude.
By mid-afternoon the cells had grown and
“crystallized” to the point that the entire 3-gallon
container was acting as a giant refracting magnifying
glass. She has 12 of them and every one was
focusing such an intense laser that there are actually
etched burns ready to flame on the wooden tables.
These were smoking and moving in a line at the speed
of the orbit, smoking and ready to burst into flame.
The reason I tell you readers this is to warn you who
would think you can “upgrade” your own drianas—be
careful, for if you put the liquid into a crystal container (as
in hand blown, uncut, crystal) and place in the Sun—you
can very well start a fire and burn your house down. Treat
it EXACTLY as you would a high-quality magnifying glass.
This has burned into the wood and, therefore, ruined the
surface finish of the furniture and might very well scorch
formica if not attended. I would not expect this to happen
but these are large three-gallon containers and the power is
tremendous. It is nice, however, for confirmation reasons
that this happened—for it proves beyond doubt that you
have active crystals reproducing so quickly that the
replication frequency measurements are “off-scale”.
I always have her temper the solution with other
ingredients and color to gauge “readiness” and prevent this
from happening. It is a good experience, however, to SEE
the results and life reproduction right in full eye view.
If you think this will not raise those frequencies
within a body cell to such an extent as to rapidly
dispatch a foreign form (virus, etc.), then think again.
These people (four of them) literally watched the cells
line up in solution, into “stands” to intensify the
laser. NEVER UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER OF
GOD IN CREATION nor what God will make available,
if HIS people would but accept the gifts. HE would
never leave His creations without messengers or that
which you need to make transition—unless His own
turn from HIM. In that instance HE has NOT
denied—HE has BEEN denied.
CLONES
I find it most amusing to watch and receive the
input from the past week’s revelations in the “news”.
Cloning?? Twins, triplets or more? Come children,
these are NOT NEW capabilities—it is simply that
this technology is now being made public to counter
the revelations and happenings to come which would
overwhelm the senses. We thought it especially
amusing in that the releases of cloning news came
from the same journalists who covered a large
meeting which Rick Martin attended and all but four
or five speakers were CLONES—some now without
the original. Cloning is EASY, RAPID and
downloading “memory” even more easily
accomplished than downloading a computer program.
I have been asked to make a detailed discussion
on the subject. No, thank you—we have had
detailed discussions on that very subject over and
over again for five years.
*****
FOR PRODUCT AVAILABILITY CALL 1-888-895-1696
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
U.S. IS MISQUOTING MY IRAQ REPORT, SAYS BLIX
By Judith Miller & Julia Preston,
New York Times, 02/01/03
Days after delivering a broadly negative report on Iraq’s
cooperation with international inspectors, Hans Blix
challenged several of the Bush Administration’s assertions
about Iraqi cheating and the notion that time was running
out for disarming Iraq through peaceful means.
In an interview on Wednesday, Dr. Blix, the United
Nations chief weapons inspector, seemed determined to
dispel any impression that his report was intended to
support the United States’ campaign to build world support
for a war to disarm Saddam Hussein.
“Whatever we say will be used by some,” Dr.
Blix said, adding that he had strived to be “as factual
and conscientious” as possible. “I did not tailor my
report to the political wishes or hopes in Baghdad or
Washington or any other place.”
Dr. Blix took issue with what he said were U.S.
Secretary of State Colin Powell’s claims that the
inspectors had found that Iraqi officials were hiding
and moving illicit materials within and outside of Iraq
to prevent their discovery. He said that the
inspectors had reported no such incidents.
Similarly, he said, he had not seen convincing evidence
that Iraq was sending weapons scientists to other countries
to prevent them from being interviewed.
Nor had he any reason to believe, as President George
Bush charged in his State of the Union speech, that Iraqi
agents were posing as scientists, or that his inspection
agency had been penetrated by Iraqi agents and that
sensitive information might have been leaked to Baghdad.
Finally, he said, he had seen no persuasive
indications of Iraqi ties to al-Qaida. “There are other
states where there appear to be stronger links,” such
as Afghanistan, Dr. Blix said. “It’s bad enough that
Iraq may have weapons of mass destruction.”
Russia has also denied any knowledge of links
between Iraq and al-Qaida extremists. The Russian
Foreign Minister, Igor Ivanov, said on Thursday that
“so far, neither Russia nor any other country has
information about Iraq’s ties with al-Qaida”.
“If we receive such information we will analyse it,” he
said. “Statements made so far are not backed by concrete
documents and concrete facts.”
Meanwhile the founder of a militant Islamist group in
northern Iraq has denied U.S. reports that his organisation
was the secret link between Baghdad and al-Qaida.
Mullah Krekar, a refugee in Norway, said Saddam
was his foe, and the Kurdish Islamist said he had no
contact with al-Qaida.
He said that he could prove that his Ansar al-Islam
(Supporters of Islam) organisation, which controls a sliver
of land in northern Iraq, had “no contact with al-Qaida, with
Osama [bin Laden], with Saddam Hussein, with Iran or Iraq”.
Ansar’s role is at the heart of the U.S.’s latest attempt
to demonstrate a connection between al-Qaida and Iraq.
[JR: The above statement by Blix was made prior to
Powell’s speech at the UN. Since our U.S. media has done
its usual overkill job of presenting America’s position
regarding Iraq it doesn’t need repeating here. The
Security Council issued a statement after Sir Powell’s
presentation emphasizing that the Security Council is the

center that issues the rules to maintain peace and security
as well as the Iraq issue. The Security Council voiced
their concerns that if a war starts with Iraq a dangerous
sequence of events could start in the area and if that
happens it could signify failure of the Security Council and
world order and the principles of the Charter. The Council
recommended a peaceful solution and not a military one and
that no decisions should be made until the IAEA and
UNMOVIC issue their reports. They also pointed to a New
York Post article which stated that U.S. and British
intelligence had reported that Iraq had no links with
terrorists or al-Qaida. The Council stated that Iraq pledged
“to cooperate fully and pro-actively” with UN inspectors
and that the Council feels inspectors needed more time.
End quote. The fact is that the masterminds in D.C.
need to be reminded that the UN Charter bars invasions
for regime changes and that nations can use selfdefense only when an attack “occurs”, not when one is
merely anticipated in some indefinite future. Only the
UN Security Council can authorize pre-emptive strikes.
Question for Americans is: Is the U.S. ship of state
sailing into un-charted waters where none other has
ventured, and what will happen when all is lost?]
THE TRUTH WE CAN’T FACE:
AMERICA AS A THIRD-RATE NATION!
By Dorothy Anne Seese, Ether Zone, 01/30/03
It’s taken for granted. We’re America, the United
States of America, the world’s only superpower, and we
are the leaders of the free world. We are U.S. Flags fly,
cars sport decals and bumper stickers. People wear lapel
pins with our flag and perhaps a slogan. At important
events, even the President can speak about God and
prayer with impunity. The world is supposed to fear us,
obey us, and allow us to lead, our military might is second
to none. Our citizens are the world’s free people.
Now, can we get down to reality? The show is over,
the stage is dark and the curtain is down. We have to go
back outside and face the day, or the night.
No nation with a sinking economy and
continuing depletion of resources is a free nation. It
is a dependent nation.
No country where the unemployment is rising,
costs and prices are rising, and businesses are
moving to other countries can long call itself a free
nation. It is an interdependent nation at best.
No people who look to the government to solve
their problems from cradle to grave can look in the
mirror and call themselves a free people. At best they
are dependents, at worst they are serfs.
Any country that abandons its hard precious metal
standards (gold and silver) as the United States did in 1934
and 1973, respectively, and operates on funny money
cannot sustain either a free economy or a free country.
Uneducated people who cannot think, regardless
of the number of diplomas or degrees they obtain,
can never be free. They can’t handle freedom.
A nation that must monitor every move of every
citizen, using technology to keep people in captivity or
fear of captivity, is not a nation of free people. Worse,
when the people willingly surrender what basic freedoms
they have in exchange for an IOU marked “security”
they aren’t even thinking like free people—even if they
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are or were up to the signing of the exchange.
Representatives of the people who willingly obey a
mandate to approve bills drafted by the executive branch of
government, abdicating their responsibility to be the
legislators, are not free, and they do not represent a free
people.
Free people do not retain such false
representatives, and free people do not allow the leader of
one branch of government to dominate all others. That is
espousing, condoning and upholding tyranny.
A managed media does not represent a free people and
free people do not tolerate a managed media. One of our
basic First Amendment rights is to a free press.
Free people never let any government official rise to the
level of total control, because free people insist that the
government work for them, not enslave them.
And free people know the difference between the
appearance of freedom, and true freedom.
Is America a nation of free people by these
standards? No.
Is America a prosperous nation when it has
corporations moving to every nation on earth to make
goods at lower prices so that their American consumers
don’t have their former jobs to purchase the products?
Yet Microsoft, the last “American Dream” company
of a kid who worked on electronics becoming the
richest man in America, is moving piece by piece to
India, where labor is cheaper and in many cases the
people have a better work ethic.
No matter what familiar name brand you choose to
buy—from General Electric to Fruit of the Loom—the goods
are not made in America any longer. A few items may be
made here, but look at the labels on the boxes (the kind of
boxes that had to be re-labeled for a presidential appearance)
because they read “Made in China.”…
China and India are claiming a large share of the
technology business. Other countries are making textiles,
shoes and appliances. We who live in the USA cannot
afford to buy our own products. What does that tell you
about the United States? We’ve outpriced our ability to
afford ourselves. And we didn’t see it coming.
Most of what we produce in the U.S. is either housing,
automobiles, a few durable goods such as washers and
dryers, but the big businesses here are service
organizations. And we have the smaller businesses such
as air conditioning and automotive repair.…
For all who expect great tax cuts, cheaper prices
at the marketplaces, assistance with medical costs,
government protection from boogie-men and terrorists
without losing our Fourth Amendment right to
privacy, let me say you cannot handle the truth. The
truth is that we’re in bad times, surveillance is
everywhere, the Bill of Rights is used by liberal
judges to take freedom from some and give to others,
and our elected Congressional delegations of
Representatives and Senators are looking for votes, not
for the best interests of either the nation or the people.
Congress is even willing to delegate its power—
its sole power—to declare war, and give it to the
office of the president.…
And if it is true that in 1967, then-president Lyndon
B. Johnson emptied Fort Knox of our gold reserves, then
all that needs to happen is for the European Union
and its bankers to return to a gold standard and
America will be left with a mint full of funny money
equal to conch shells on the world trade market.…
No person can be free when they cannot handle
the truth, nor can lies ever be exposed and deficits
corrected until we know the truth. If we cannot
handle the truth, we cannot handle freedom.
[JR: Maybe we should all send a copy of this
commentary to each of our Senators and Congressmen
so they can see the BIG PICTURE and realize how they
have betrayed us all and this once great nation.]

SHOCK & AWE: IS BAGHDAD
THE NEXT HIROSHIMA?
By Ira Chernus, CommonDreams.org, 01/27/03
Have your heard of Harlan Ullman? Everyone in
the White House and the Pentagon has. They may
very well follow his plan for war in Iraq. He wants
to do to Baghdad what we did to Hiroshima.
Ullman is what they call a “defense intellectual”.
He was the Navy’s “head of extended planning” and
taught at the National War College. One of his
students was Secretary of State Colin Powell, who
says he “raised my vision several levels”.
What Powell and everyone in the Bush administration
sees now is Ullman’s vision for high-tech war. He calls it
“rapid dominance” or “shock and awe”. The idea is to scare
the enemy to death. To win, you don’t need to inflict
physical pain and destruction. Just the fear of pain,
and the massive confusion it creates, is enough.
Ullman wants the U.S. to (in his words) “deter and
overpower an adversary through the adversary’s perception
and fear of his vulnerability and our own invincibility.”
“This ability to impose massive shock and awe, in
essence to be able to ‘turn the lights on and off’ of
an adversary as we choose, will so overload the
perception, knowledge and understanding of that
adversary that there will be no choice except to cease
and desist or risk complete and total destruction.”
Ullman is ready to use every kind of weapon to
create shock and awe. He once said it might be a
good idea to use electromagnetic waves that attack
peoples’ neurological systems, “to control the will
and perception of adversaries, by applying a regime
of shock and awe. It is about effecting behavior.”
When it comes to Iraq, Ullman likes the idea of cruise
missiles—lots of them, right away. CBS News reports that
Ullman’s ideas are the basis for the Pentagon’s war plan.
The U.S. will smash Baghdad with up to 800 cruise
missiles in the first two days of the war. That’s about
one every four minutes, day and night, for 48 hours.
The missiles will hit far more than just military targets.
They will destroy everything that makes life in Baghdad
livable. “We want them to quit. We want them not to
fight,” Ullman told CBS reporter David Martin. So “you
take the city down. You get rid of their power, water.
In 2,3,4,5 days they are physically, emotionally and
psychologically exhausted.”
Ullman is sure it will work as well in 2003 as it did
in 1945: “You have this simultaneous effect, rather like
the nuclear weapons at Hiroshima, not taking days or
weeks but in minutes.” “Super tools and weapons—
information-age equivalents of the atomic bomb—have
to be invented,” he wrote in the Economic Times. “As
the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
finally convinced the Japanese Emperor and High
Command that even suicidal resistance was futile, these
tools must be directed towards a similar outcome.”
When he first invented “rapid dominance”, Ullman
talked about an “eight-level hierarchy of shock and awe”,
with the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki at the
top. Now, it seems, that’s where he wants to start.
Is the Hiroshima model just a metaphor? Ullman
recently wrote that one way to “shock and awe” Saddam
is to remind him that the U.S. has “certain weapons”
that can destroy deeply-buried facilities. That’s a noteven-thinly-veiled reference to the newest kind of
nuclear weapons, the B-61 “bunker-busters”. L.A. Times
columnist William Arkin has confirmed that the U.S. is
preparing to use “bunker-busters” against Iraq. That
would “break down the firewall separating nuclear
weapons from everything else,” Arkin warns, and
“forever pit the Arab and Islamic world against us.”
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Suppose we drop the nuke in the wrong place? Even
Harlan Ullman admits it could easily happen: “Of course,
there will always be intelligence gaps, and no solution is
perfect.” But that’s just the point. “The threat would be
a Damoclean sword that might or might not descend.”
In other words, the fear of nukes falling who-knows-where
would scare them into surrendering without a fight.
Let other Islamic nations get as angry as they like.
We’ll just shock and awe them too.
And why not North Korea, while we’re at it? Ullman
wants a nuclear threat there, if North Korean leaders
don’t heel to U.S. commands: “To remind the North of
its vulnerability, one or more Trident ballistic submarines
could be permanently assigned to target North Korea.”
Tridents carry 240 nuclear warheads each. One
Trident might not be enough, it seems. When you
use shock and awe, you use it big-time.
So here we are, preparing to destroy a huge modern
city, kill tens of thousands, and threaten nuclear attack—
all against people who have not fired a single bullet at us.
Yes, it’s about oil. But it’s also about shock and awe,
putting on a terrifying show for the whole world to see.
If all this leaves you in shock and awe, you have
had your vision raised several levels too. You see
what Ullman, Powell, and all the Bushies see: the U.S.
frightening the whole world so badly that no one will
dare fire a single bullet at us. Let them be as angry
as they like, just so they know who is the meanest,
toughest son of a bitch on the global block.
That is now becoming the essence of U.S. foreign
policy. And they seriously believe it will put an end to war.
I suppose the Romans believed it too.
—Ira Chernus is Professor of Religious Studies
at the University of Colorado at Boulder.
[JR: Here is a report on some classic behind-the-scenes
manipulating of our leaders, all sitting like proper
students at the feet of a Globalist ‘thinker’. Whose sole
purpose is to misinform and misguide those in power with
variations to radically change our traditional and historic
methods of social and other behaviors. It is done to instill
in potential leaders an attitude that the use of power is
right, and necessary to achieve the end goal, with total
disregard to our Constitution and International laws.
It is clear from this information that our military
leadership has been captured by a deceitful crowd of
usurpers who do not have the best interests of America at
heart... they are dual loyalists with dual citizenships.]
U.S. WOOS WAR ALLIES WITH CASH, WEAPONS
IRAQ’S NEIGHBORS SWAP STAGING SITES
FOR BILLIONS IN AID
By Stephen J. Hedges & Catherine Collins,
Tribune, 02/02/03
WASHINGTON—When U.S. and Turkish officials
meet this week to discuss Turkey’s potential role in
any war with Iraq, they will also review an offer of
U.S. aid. The multibillion-dollar offer may look like so
much diplomacy but is, in fact, a bid—the price the
Bush administration is willing to pay for the use of
Turkey’s military bases, airfields and ports.
The U.S. is offering more than $4 billion in loans and
grants, according to a Western diplomat in Istanbul,
which represents a “significant step forward” in the
Bush administration’s efforts to add a critical ally to
its “coalition of the willing” against Iraq. …
The package reveals Washington’s eagerness to
secure the use of Turkey as a vital land bridge into northern
Iraq. It also illustrates the powerful economic and
diplomatic levers that President Bush wields as he rallies
allies against Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein.
In the Persian Gulf region alone over the past two
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years, the United States has sold, lent or given away
an estimated $7.5 billion worth of weaponry, other
military equipment and training assistance, according
to State Department figures. Recipients have
included such vital U.S. allies as Kuwait, Jordan,
Bahrain, Qatar, Oman and the United Arab Emirates.
The deals include advanced fighter jets, radar
systems and missiles. Airfields are being expanded.
Military bases are being renovated.
In return, the United States has won the right to
build bases, house troops and use sovereign airspace
if it wages a war against Iraq.
Many of the same countries recently provided vital
support, such as airfields, during the U.S. war against
al-Qaida and Taliban forces in Afghanistan.
Since the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks against the
United States, foreign military assistance—mostly
grants to buy U.S. weaponry—has increased $500
million, to more than $4 billion for fiscal 2003,
State Department documents show.
Administration officials say the aid has been one of the
most effective means of finding and sustaining foreign
support for the global war on terrorism.
“We provided money so they could . . . participate in
doing what we were asking them to do,” said an official
involved in the program. “Security assistance… is a tool
of U.S. national security and foreign policy.”
Analysts and critics, however, say the administration’s
use of arms as a diplomatic carrot has some potentially
dangerous downsides, including a lack of control over the
military hardware being provided. …
Others contend that the United States is busy arming
nations that had been prohibited from receiving lethal U.S.
weapons because of poor human-rights records and
abusive militaries. Those countries include Yugoslavia,
Uzbekistan and Indonesia.
They also say the U.S. policy of trading arms for
support may serve to fuel regional conflicts with a wave of
modern and highly effective weaponry.
“Who your friends are today may not be your friends
tomorrow,” said Rachel Stohl, a senior analyst with the
Center for Defense Information in Washington.
“Look at India and Pakistan. They’re hot and cold as
U.S. friends. Do we really want to be selling them our
hottest weapons?” Stohl asked.
India and Pakistan are nuclear-armed archenemies
engaged in an ongoing, low-intensity conflict over the
border region of Kashmir. The U.S. restricted military
sales to both before Sept. 11, 2001.
After the terrorist attacks in the United States,
however, both have become vital American allies.
And both have gotten increased U.S. military aid.
Pakistan has received $1.2 billion in arms, including
helicopters, radar systems, six used C-130 cargo aircraft,
armored personnel carriers and F-16 fighter jets.
The U.S. has given India $78 million in air
defense and artillery-spotting radar, Sea King
helicopters and training aircraft.
Swapping guns for favors is one of the oldest games
in the diplomatic repertoire. It ran rampant during the Cold
War, which for many nations not directly involved was not
so much an ideological struggle as it was an opportunity to
squeeze arms, financial aid and a convenient alliance out of
the United States or the Soviet Union. …
The war on terrorism, and the building standoff with
Iraq, have reordered some of the deck chairs that were
scattered when the Cold War ended. With the United
States racing to find allies, countries again have been
willing to go along—for a price.
Potential allies, the administration official said, “are
certainly looking to see what the benefits of a relationship
with United States are going to be. As we approached
countries in Central Asia, where we had no national

security relationship before the war [on terrorism], it was
one of the things that we did to make sure that we had a
security relationship that wasn’t just one-way.”
Nowhere have those relationships had greater
ramification than in the Persian Gulf region, where
for more than a decade the United States has been
shipping arms and assistance.
Jordan’s agreement last week to allow some U.S. forces
on its soil points up just how effective the promise of such
aid can be. In the 1991 Persian Gulf war with Iraq, thenKing Hussein remained neutral; his county shared both a
border and a brisk trade with Iraq. …
As the possibility of war against Iraq has neared,
Turkey has remained a holdout. So far, Ankara has officially
refused U.S. requests to use its bases and ports, but its
reluctance may be part domestic politics, part bargaining
chip. And the United States is sweetening the pot. …
Also, Pentagon officials have said they are willing to
spend up to $300 million to improve the facilities U.S. forces
might use in Turkey. And a $324 million U.S. Export-Import
Bank loan may be used to allow Turkey to buy 14 SH-60
Seahawk helicopters, according to the Pentagon.
While Turkish leaders once were adamant against
cooperation, they have in recent days softened their stance.
The National Security Council said Friday that it would
recommend to parliament approval of the limited use of
bases by U.S. forces. Turkish law requires such a vote. …
[JR: I don’t want to imagine what America’s position in the
world will be like once the dollar slides and our money for
payoffs holds no value. Our economy is terminal, the job
market is dead, and more companies are moving across
our southern borders or heading overseas. We have a
deficit that is ready to implode and Bush wants to add $2.3
TRILLION to it which does not include a prolonged war
with Iraq, aid to Israel, monies allocated to the CIA,
Department of Defense or the Pentagon covert missions,
and the continuous payoffs to unfriendly allies. Our allies
now consist of eight countries as of January 30th. They
are: England, with the offer of ¼ of her troops; Poland
with an undisclosed number of troops; Italy and Spain:
use of military bases; Czech Republic: chemical
weapons experts; Hungary: use of bases to train Iraqi
exiles; and Denmark and Portugal: no specific offer.
This alliance is based on the premise that Iraq is in
violation of UN Resolution 1441. The U.S.’s allies are
temporary and tenuous but the number of our enemies
will grow longer and become more lasting.]
UTTER ISRAELI CONTEMPT FOR THE UNITED NATIONS:
A CAUSE FOR WAR?
By Michael Hoffman, Hoffman Wire, 01/31/03
In his State of the Union Address of Jan. 28,
President Bush cited as grounds for war against Iraq,
Saddam Hussein’s “utter contempt” for the United
Nations. Eight European heads of state, including the
leaders of Britain, Italy, Spain and Denmark, in
supporting the American drive for war on Iraq, wrote in
the bloodthirsty Zionist newspaper Wall Street Journal:
“The UN Security Council must maintain its
credibility by ensuring full compliance with its
resolutions. We cannot allow a dictator to systematically
violate those resolutions. If they are not complied with,
the Security Council will lose its credibility and world
peace will suffer as a result.”—Silvio Berlusconi, Tony
Blair, Vaclav Havel, Anders Rasmussen, et al., “United
We Stand”, Wall Street Journal, Jan. 30, p. A14.
These statements, as casus belli, are the worst sort of
folly and imposture. As Bush, Blair, Berlusconi and the
other European leaders are fully aware, the Israelis have for
years been in gross contempt of UN Security Council
resolutions, yet none of these “valiant European leaders”
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who “stand united” against Saddam and his broken-down
joke of a Third World military, will dare enforce UN
resolutions against Sharon and his world-class Israeli
military, bristling with nukes and the latest U.S. armaments.
If contempt for the United Nations and the non-existent
credibility of its farcial Security Council is indeed a just
cause for war, then NATO and the U.S. should declare war
on the Israelis. But in reality, the war on Iraq has
nothing to do with the “credibility” of the Security
Council. Iraq is being targeted solely in obeisance to
war-Zionism, the ideology which drives the Israeli
satrapy known as the United States of America.
Which country alone in the Middle East is in
defiance of sixty-nine separate United Nations
Security Council Resolutions and has been protected
by U.S. vetoes? Answer: Israel.
Which country alone in the Middle East has nuclear
weapons? Israel. Which country in the Middle East
refuses to sign the nuclear non-proliferation treaty and bars
international inspection? Israel.
Which country in the Middle East seized sovereign territory
of other nations by military force and continues to occupy it
in defiance of UN Security Council Resolutions? Israel.
Which country in the Middle East refuses to
prosecute its soldiers; soldiers who have
acknowledged executing prisoners of war? Israel.
Which country in the Middle East had a top
United Nations Diplomat, Count Folke Bernadotte,
assassinated in 1948? Israel.
Which country in the Middle East prevents Palestinian
refugees from returning to their homeland, in violation of
UN Security Council resolution 194? Israel.
Which country in the Middle East bombarded a
United Nations refugee compound at Qana, Lebanon
in 1996, for 17 minutes, killing 106 civilians, more than
half of them children? Israel.
Which country in the Middle East, in spite of repeated
demands, refused to allow United Nations war crimes
investigators into the Jenin refugee camp to conduct an
assessment of deaths and injuries to Palestinian civilians in
April of 2002? Israel. “We have no intention of letting
(Israeli) soldiers be investigated or even give testimony.”—
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, April 29, 2002.
Which country in the Middle East assassinated a UN
official last year? Answer: Israel. On Nov. 22, 2002 in
Bethlehem, Iain John Hook, 52, an official with the United
Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA), was shot by
Israeli troops. To ensure that Hook bled to death, Israeli
soldiers kept an ambulance from reaching him.
In spite of all of the preceding examples of Israeli
contempt, violations and crimes, there is no move of any
kind from any European or American leader for
inspections, ultimatums or investigations of the Israeli
government, which enjoys de facto immunity from all
UN Security Council Resolutions, in keeping with
Judaism’s conceit that it is the judge of all nations and
the subject of none, including the “United” nations.
Crimes of Commission by the Israeli government
and Omission by the United Nations:
The UN permits the Israelis to perpetrate “extra-judicial”
assassinations of hundreds of Palestinians accused of
resisting Israeli forces. President Bush and his Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld have adopted this Israeli murder
stratagem and undertaken a policy of assassinating
“suspected” al-Qaida operatives, such as occurred in Yemen
on Nov. 3, when an aptly named Hellfire missile from a drone
aircraft, burned alive six men, including an American (Kamal
Derwish), without apprehension, trial or any public
presentation of evidence of guilt. Cf. Seymour M. Hersh,
“Manhunt,” The New Yorker, Dec. 23, 2002, pp. 66 & 70.
“The movements of nearly all Palestinians are
already sharply restricted by Israeli forces...” N.Y.
Times, Jan. 8, 2003, p. A8.
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“Israeli forces staged two major operations in the
West Bank…where they closed television stations and
demolished a block-long fruit and vegetable market... a
convoy of tanks and bulldozers rumbled toward the
open-air market in the center of town, then methodically
flattened and swept aside scores of stalls hewn roughly
from wood, tin and canvas...soldiers had warned vendors
to remove their stalls so that tanks could use the
street...”.—James Bennet, “Israeli Raids in Hebron After
Sharon Rebuffs Arafat on Talks,” N.Y. Times, Jan. 30, 2003.
The UN permits the Israelis to collectively punish the
entire population of Palestinians, women, the elderly and
children, due to the religion of Judaism’s identification of all
Palestinians as “Amalek” (i.e. a nation deserving of
wholesale extermination). This collective punishment
doctrine includes confinement of the Palestinian population
to their homes for days and even weeks at a time; shooting
any Palestinian who attempts to leave their home even
briefly; fencing and blockading entire Palestinian cities and
turning them into besieged ghettos as in Warsaw under the
Nazis; attacks on Palestinian hospitals and churches; the
destruction of Palestinian housing and infrastructure
including water and electricity; the demolition of Palestinian
food markets and olive groves; the destruction of
Palestinian small business enterprises and banks.
[JR: How long will world governments, religious leaders
and ardent supporters of Israel ignore her cruelties, her
injustices, her military capabilities and her weapons of
mass destruction? The world has become tolerant of
Israel’s actions and re-actions by justifying them as her
right to exist. The Zionists use this as an excuse to
covertly advance themselves as the dominant power in
world affairs. Being lied to and ignoring the facts will
make this world an inhospitable place to exist in, just as
it has been for the Palestinians under Zionist rule.]
SOME PUZZLED BY BUSH PLAN FOR AGENCIES
By Cam Simpson, Washington Bureau, 01/30/03
WASHINGTON—In proposing a new Terrorist
Threat Integration Center in his State of the Union
address this week, President Bush billed it as a way
to unite the nation’s intelligence analysts, avoiding
the sort of miscommunication and missteps that
preceded the worst terrorist attack in U.S. history.
But lawmakers who oversee the nation’s intelligence
community and others said Wednesday that they are
puzzled by the proposal, because it appears to duplicate
responsibilities specifically placed by Congress in the
hands of the just-created Department of Homeland Security.
There were also questions from some corners about
whether Bush went far enough, while others said that
placing the new intelligence clearinghouse under the control
of CIA Director George Tenet raised the specter of having
the Central Intelligence Agency spy on Americans. …
The FBI has been working for months to upgrade its
Office of Intelligence. But senior FBI officials insisted
Wednesday that the new center—already dubbed
“Tee-Tick,” for the acronym TTIC—would not threaten the
FBI’s primacy in domestic security matters. …
While few details about the president’s new center
were in place Wednesday, one thing was clear:
congressional Democrats and Republicans in important
intelligence oversight roles had called for more than a year
for the creation of just such an entity. …
The homeland security law was written “to give
this job to the new department, and now we don’t
know what they are going to do with Homeland
Security,” one congressional official involved in
oversight of counterterrorism said Wednesday.
The creation of a central clearinghouse for terrorist
threat information collected at home and overseas also

was chief among the recommendations made late last
year by a joint congressional investigation of
intelligence failures leading up to the Sept. 11 attacks.
Graham, Shelby and House Intelligence Committee
leaders headed the investigation.
In December, the bipartisan panel recommended that
Congress and the president create an “effective all-source
terrorism information fusion center that will dramatically
improve the focus and quality of counterterrorism analysis”.
The president’s plan, unveiled Tuesday night,
calls for the TTIC to “fuse and analyze all source
information related to terrorism.”
It would draw on “raw” intelligence reports as
well as analyses already conducted by the CIA’s
Counterterrorist Center, the FBI’s counterterrorism
division and the numerous intelligence agencies
under the Department of Defense.
The center would be staffed by hundreds of analysts
and employees, including many from the same intelligence
agencies it would rely on, officials said. …
Other questions also were raised Wednesday
about the new center’s effectiveness.
Two officials involved in counterterrorism efforts
said its effectiveness could be diminished because the
analysis of intelligence information is to be completely
separated from its collection, as well as from the
operational side of the nation’s intelligence agencies.
If analysts have no influence when it comes to telling
agents in the field, “Here’s what we need to make the
picture clearer,” their jobs could be frustratingly difficult,
two different officials said Wednesday. …
The American Civil Liberties Union said it was worried
about the CIA governing intelligence-gathering on U.S.
soil, where it is banned from such activity under the
nation’s 50-year-old National Security Act.
White House officials, however, said the center’s
lack of control over intelligence collection and
operations negated those concerns. …
[JR: Nothing like the Democrats and Republicans working
together to clone/duplicate another government agency to
protect them from us. There will be no oversight by our
U.S. Knesset on TTIC activities as our Congress has
proven themselves to be most compliant and amendable to
their “ethnic” handlers in charge of our government.
When governments become too big and overpowering they
pass laws that suppress dissension. It is becoming more
and more obvious that 9/11 was inevitable given the
growth of all the new government agencies and laws.
If this continues, D.C. will create a bureaucratic
maze that will rival the labyrinths of ancient Crete.]
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Management at shopping malls, restaurants, franchises
and schools also plan to resume work Monday.
Many strike supporters fear a popular backlash because
of strike-related shortages in food, medicine and cash.
Most small businesses never joined the strike,
which began Dec. 2.
Labor, business and political parties called the strike to
demand Chavez resign or call early elections. They argue
that Chavez’s leftist policies have hobbled Venezuela’s
economy and unleashed political violence.
[JR: It is a known fact in some Latin American circles that
the opposition demonstrating and calling for strikes was
covertly supported by the oil cartels in the U.S. President
Chavez was able to survive their orchestrated chaos
through the support of the military and a majority of the
Venezuelan people. If he didn’t have one or the other he
would have been forced out. The fact that Chavez had both
says something for his leadership. Don’t count the
Bushmen out, as they never give up on their quest for oil.]
TWO CHARGED IN SHREDDING OF INS DOCUMENTS
New York Times, 01/31/03

LOS ANGELES—Two former employees of a huge
Immigration and Naturalization Service data processing
center in Laguna Niguel, Calif., were indicted by a federal
grand jury late Wednesday, charged with deliberately
shredding tens of thousands of documents last year.
Dawn Randall, 24, and Leonel Salazar, 34, are
accused of ordering low-level workers to destroy up
to 90,000 documents to reduce a growing backlog of
unprocessed paperwork. Among the destroyed
papers, federal officials charged, were American and
foreign passports, applications for asylum, birth
certificates and other documents supporting
applications for citizenship, visas and work permits.
Randall was the file room manager at the INS center,
one of four such sites in the United States. Salazar was a
file room supervisor working under Randall.
According to the federal indictment, Randall in
February ordered at least five night-shift workers to begin
shredding unprocessed papers in the filing center. By the
end of March, the backlog had been reduced to zero.
“There was no INS policy that required this, nor was
she ordered to do it by any superior, as far as we know,”
said Greg Staples, the assistant U.S. attorney.
[JR: There may not have been (proven) collusion connecting
management with lower staff members who were kept busy
shredding 90,000 documents to eliminate the work deficit.
Who exactly was supposed to be supervising this
speeded-up backlog of paperwork? Was this feat of
NATION’S BANKS ABANDON
maximum efficiency accomplished with or without overtime
2-MONTH ANTI-CHAVEZ STRIKE
and do we taxpayers have to pay for new paper shredders?
The fact that the INS has had major problems in doing
Newsday, 01/30/03
its appointed task should have set off alarm bells to
CARACAS, VENEZUELA—Under pressure from anyone who claims to have an office title in that agency.
President Hugo Chavez, Venezuela’s banks agreed to Maybe what is common sense and logical to us
abandon a 59-day-old strike—another sign the drive taxpayers is not part of the work ethic of those who
are lucky enough to have a job in government.]
to force Chavez’s ouster is unraveling.
Wednesday’s decision came as the government nibbled
away at the strike’s core: a walkout that has hobbled the oil
SOLZHENITSYN BREAKS LAST TABOO
industry, formerly the world’s No. 5 exporter. But this week,
OF THE REVOLUTION
output has surpassed 1 million barrels a day, a third of
NOBEL LAUREATE UNDER FIRE FOR NEW BOOK
normal. Prior to the strike, oil provided half of government ON THE ROLE OF JEWS IN SOVIET-ERA REPRESSION
income and 70 percent of export revenue.
Venezuela’s National Banking Council said its members
By Nick Paton Walsh, Guardian—UK, 01/25/03
will return to normal business hours on Monday. For two
months, thousands of people have waited in long lines
MOSCOW—Alexander Solzhenitsyn, who first
while banks opened just three hours a day.
exposed the horrors of the Stalinist gulag, is now
Chavez had threatened to suspend directors at attempting to tackle one of the most sensitive topics
striking banks, fine them and withdraw the armed of his writing career—the role of the Jews in the
forces’ deposits from private institutions.
Bolshevik revolution and Soviet purges.
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In his latest book Solzhenitsyn, 84, deals with one of
the last taboos of the communist revolution: that Jews were
as much perpetrators of the repression as its victims.
Two Hundred Years Together—a reference to the 1772
partial annexation of Poland and Russia which greatly
increased the Russian Jewish population—contains three
chapters discussing the Jewish role in the revolutionary
genocide and secret police purges of Soviet Russia.
But Jewish leaders and some historians have reacted
furiously to the book, and questioned Solzhenitsyn’s
motives in writing it, accusing him of factual inaccuracies
and of fanning the flames of “anti-semitism” in Russia.
Solzhenitsyn argues that some Jewish satire of the
revolutionary period “consciously or unconsciously
descends on the Russians” as being behind the genocide.
But he states that all the nation’s ethnic groups must
share the blame, and that people shy away from
speaking the truth about the Jewish experience.
In one remark which infuriated Russian Jews, he
wrote: “If I would care to generalise, and to say that
the life of the Jews in the camps was especially hard,
I could, and would not face reproach for an unjust
national generalisation. But in the camps where I was
kept, it was different. The Jews whose experience I
saw—their life was softer than that of others.”
Yet he added: “But it is impossible to find the
answer to the eternal question: who is to be blamed,
who led us to our death? To explain the actions of
the Kiev cheka [secret police] only by the fact that
two thirds were Jews, is certainly incorrect.”
Solzhenitsyn, awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature
in 1970, spent much of his life in Soviet prison camps,
enduring persecution when he wrote about his
experiences. He is currently in frail health, but in an
interview given last month he said that Russia must
come to terms with the Stalinist and revolutionary
genocides—and that its Jewish population should be as
offended at their own role in the purges as they are at
the Soviet power that also persecuted them.
“My book was directed to empathise with the
thoughts, feelings and the psychology of the Jews—
their spiritual component,” he said. “I have never made
general conclusions about a people. I will always
differentiate between layers of Jews. One layer rushed
headfirst to the revolution. Another, to the contrary,
was trying to stand back. The Jewish subject for a long
time was considered prohibited. Zhabotinsky [a Jewish
writer] once said that the best service our Russian
friends give to us is never to speak aloud about us.”
But Solzhenitsyn’s book has caused controversy
in Russia, where one Jewish leader said it was “not
of any merit”.
“This is a mistake, but even geniuses make mistakes,”
said Yevgeny Satanovsky, [JR: I wonder if he’s related to
you-know-who???] president of the Russian Jewish
Congress. “Richard Wagner did not like the Jews, but was
a great composer. Dostoyevsky was a great Russian writer,
but had a very sceptical attitude towards the Jews.
“This is not a book about how the Jews and
Russians lived together for 200 years, but one about
how they lived apart after finding themselves on the
same territory. This book is a weak one professionally.
Factually, it is so bad as to be beyond criticism. As
literature, it is not of any merit.”
But DM Thomas, one of Solzhenitsyn’s biographers,
said that he did not think the book was fuelled by antisemitism. “I would not doubt his sincerity. He says that
he firmly supports the state of Israel. In his fiction and
factual writing there are Jewish characters that he writes
about who are bright, decent, anti-Stalinist people.”
Professor Robert Service of Oxford University, an expert
on 20th-Century Russian history, said that from what he had
read about the book, Solzhenitsyn was “absolutely right”.

Researching a book on Lenin, Prof Service came
across details of how Trotsky, who was of Jewish
origin, asked the politburo in 1919 to ensure that Jews
were enrolled in the Red army. Trotsky said that Jews
were disproportionately represented in the Soviet
civil bureaucracy, including the cheka.
“Trotsky’s idea was that the spread of anti-semitism
was [partly down to] objections about their entrance
into the civil service. There is something in this; that
they were not just passive spectators of the revolution.
They were part-victims and part-perpetrators.
“It is not a question that anyone can write about
without a huge amount of bravery, and [it] needs
doing in Russia because the Jews are quite often
written about by fanatics. Mr. Solzhenitsyn’s book
seems much more measured than that.”
Yet others failed to see the need for
Solzhenitsyn’s pursuit of this particular subject at
present. Vassili Berezhkov, a retired KGB colonel and
historian of the secret services and the NKVD (the
precursor of the KGB), said: “The question of
ethnicity did not have any importance either in the
revolution or the story of the NKVD. This was a
social revolution and those who served in the NKVD
and cheka were serving ideas of social change.
“If Solzhenitsyn writes that there were many Jews in
the NKVD, it will increase the passions of anti-semitism,
which has deep roots in Russian history. I think it
is better not to discuss such a question now.”
[JR: The Jews cannot hide forever the historical fact that
Lenin, Trotsky and Kerensky were all Jews who played a
prominent role in the planning and starting of the
Bolshevik-led Revolution. From the (false) Jews point of
view such facts should remain hidden to keep us from
knowing just how big a role they have played in changing
world events that always seems to culminate in political
upheavals and violence although the takeover of the U.S. is
the rare exception. If the Jews could just admit that not
all Jews are of high purpose or morals they wouldn’t have
to live in fear and paranoia like they have for centuries.
We could all then agree that no country or race is without
fault but the false Jews will never admit to that. Their only
defense is to vilify and attack their critics and to set
themselves apart from everyone else and to keep their
activities secret. We should then ask them that if they are
so superior a race and are so wise and so knowing and are
supposedly God’s chosen people how come they haven’t
evolved to a higher place in God/Creator’s cosmos and are
still living here amongst us lower life forms? Shouldn’t
that be the question for us all in this new millennium?]
VILNIUS TRIES TO RESTORE ‘JERUSALEM OF NORTH’
LITHUANIAN CAPITAL SEES TOURIST DRAW
By Alex Rodriguez, Tribune, 01/22/03
VILNIUS, Lithuania—Zydu Street anchored this 680year-old city’s Jewish Quarter, renowned in Europe as a
citadel of Yiddish learning and Jewish culture. Europe’s
top Talmudic scholars studied there. So did musician
Jascha Heifetz, who was 5 when he played violin at the
quarter’s Imperial School of Music.
The quarter flourished for more than three centuries.
Then, in a span of three years, it vanished. …
Today, nothing distinguishes Zydu Street and the
rest of the Jewish Quarter from any other Vilnius
street or neighborhood.
In a crusade deemed quixotic by some and vital
by others, a former member of Lithuania’s parliament
is spearheading an effort to rebuild much of the
quarter, brick by brick.
Emanuelis Zingeris’ idea is not unprecedented.
Prague and Krakow have worked to restore their Jewish
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quarters, taking sections with synagogues and other
landmarks still standing and turning them into tourist
attractions. But Vilnius is starting from scratch,
envisioning the reconstruction of 30 buildings in vacant
lots and parks at a cost of nearly $100 million.
The cornerstone of Zingeris’ dream is the
reconstruction of the Great Synagogue, a huge Renaissancestyle structure that once towered over the neighborhood’s
two-story buildings. Zingeris estimates rebuilding it will
cost $10 million and take years to complete. …
He convinced federal and city government officials that
his ambitious plans would pay off in practical terms.
Vilnius, a tourism draw, would be even more attractive
if the Jewish Quarter were revived, he said. …
Zingeris still must find financial backing, which
would come exclusively from the private sector. He
says he doesn’t have “a euro in my pocket yet” but
plans to push for funds this year.
The project has its critics. Some point out that
only a few thousand Jews still live in Vilnius and say
the money would be better spent on aiding the
thousands of Lithuanians who live below the poverty
line. Several Jewish leaders in Vilnius say city
resources instead should go toward educating people
about the Jewish experience.
Zingeris and his backers say they see restoration as a
kind of living museum, educational in its own right.
“This is very much educational,” he said. “We
are restoring the sights and sounds of prewar Jewish
culture in Vilnius, a culture that was silenced through
the war and through the Soviet regime.”
[JR: There is a Holocaust Museum, or Jewish memorial
coming soon to your world neighborhood. The only
preserved heritage or culture will be the Jewish/Yiddish
culture. All other cultures will be obliterated or
assimilated into the Zionist New World of disOrder.
What the Nazis failed in achieving will be achieved
by the Zionists… if we allow it.]
FAKE IDS NOT DETECTED AT BORDERS
U.S. INVESTIGATION CALLED ‘SHOCKING’
By Donna Smith, Newsday, 01/31/03
WASHINGTON (Reuters)—Government investigators
told a Senate panel Thursday that undercover agents
were easily able to cross the U.S. border from Mexico
and Canada using fake identification that was made
using basic computer equipment.
Despite efforts to strengthen border security since the
Sept. 11 attacks, investigators found border guards did not
recognize that holograms on fake licenses were not genuine
and that birth certificates used had no watermarks.
“Our agents entered the United States from Canada,
Mexico and Jamaica through ports of entry using fictitious
names and these counterfeit identification documents,”
Robert Cramer, managing director of the office of special
investigations at the General Accounting Office, said in
testimony to the Senate Finance Committee.
“Immigration and Naturalization Service and U.S.
Customs Service officials never questioned the authenticity
of the counterfeit documents, and our agents encountered
no difficulty entering the country using them,” he added.
Committee staff documents said the fake
identification was made using common computer
equipment. Investigators were also able to use fake
documents to enter the United States though the
Miami airport, a committee aide said.
Cramer said U.S. citizens crossing the Canadian
and Mexican borders can use birth certificates,
baptismal documents or driver’s licenses to establish
citizenship. On some occasions, border agents
accept oral statements as proof.
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But the new arrangement left many dissatisfied,
including staunchly separatist leaders in both republics.
“This new country is stillborn,” said Vladan Batic of
Serbia’s Christian Democrats, who serves as justice minister
in the Serbian government. He predicted the republics
would go separate ways in three years.
Equally unhappy were staunchly separatist
Montenegrin politicians such as Miodrag Zivkovic of
the Liberal Alliance, who contended that Montenegro
was being “cheated with this reform”.
“Full independence is our true interest,” he said. …
Tiny Montenegro, which has just 650,000 people, is
dwarfed by the much larger Serbia, home to 10 million.
Nationalist parties in both republics opposed the
reform, arguing that their deep historical ties ought to
be preserved.
Tuesday’s overhaul leaves Yugoslav federal
President Vojislav Kostunica without an official position.
It also raises questions about the status of Kosovo,
which remains officially in Serbia but was considered
part of Yugoslavia under a key UN resolution.
[JR: When invaders or conquerors come into your country
and change your borders and the future course of your
history there are injustices that are buried with these
changes. The EU has set up a system of governing which
does not allow for the new “republics” (nice euphemism)
of Serbia and Montenegro to have any say in their own
country’s foreign affairs or their defense. The EU had to
maintain this key provision if it hoped to secure and
preserve its own position and interests in the region.
Serbia holds more political power with 10 million people
over Montenegro, a minority with only 650,000 people.
How this is going to balance out with the dissatisfied
separatist leaders in the next three years is the big
question. President Kostunica who was Milosevic’s
“democratically elected” successor is the real loser as he
has no role in the new Serbia (Yugoslavia). Kostunica has
been cast out by the EU and declared irrelevant so how is
‘NEW BEGINNING’ AS YUGOSLAVIA CEASES TO EXIST this going to play out with the Serbs who elected him?]

“What these investigators found is shocking,” said
Finance Committee Chairman Charles Grassley, an Iowa
Republican. “The agents on the front lines obviously need
to be a lot more vigilant. Bouncers at college bars could
spot the kind of fake IDs that were used by investigators.”
Officials noted new homeland security laws
provide for equipment that will be able to read
documents and verify their authenticity. …
Daniel Wirth of the National Park Service, speaking on
behalf of the Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association,
showed videos of dozens of smugglers hiking through
a campground near the Mexican border carrying some
300 pounds of marijuana. He suggested smugglers could
carry more dangerous substances.
“They could be backpacking anything,” he told
the committee. He added that smugglers often hike
through campgrounds.
Sen. Max Baucus of Montana, the top Democrat
on the panel, said he hoped President Bush follows
up on promises to improve border security.
“It’s one thing to talk the game. It is something
else to produce,” Baucus said.
[JR: Should the average American feel safer now that the
government relies so heavily on surveillance systems
instead of highly trained personnel for our protection?
Our dependency on these technologies makes us more
vulnerable as any one of these systems can be rendered
useless by EMP waves. This type of technology was utilized
over Belgrade during the Clinton administration’s war in
the Balkans, which knocked out all their power grids.
What will happen if there is a short interruption in
our systems and there is an “incident”? I am
curious to know what companies enjoying higher
profits from these lucrative government security
contracts and have connections to Israel? I bet our
U.S. Knesset would be a good source for this type of
information but they are paid for their silence.]

By Misha Savic, Newsday, 02/05/03

STRONG DELUSION

BELGRADE, Serbia-Montenegro (AP)—Erasing
Yugoslavia from the map of Europe, lawmakers all but
dissolved the troubled Balkan federation Tuesday
and gave birth to a new country with a new name:
Serbia and Montenegro.
Under a European Union-brokered accord approved
by parliament, the two republics stick together in a loose
union that gives each greater autonomy and the
trappings of statehood. The final breakup—outright
independence for both—could come as soon as 2006.
Widely seen as a compromise solution amid conflicting
demands within both republics that Serbia and Montenegro
be either firmly tied or completely separated, the accord
preserves the alliance but allows each member state to hold
an independence referendum after three years.
The deal offers the republics near-total sovereignty,
although they will remain linked by a small joint
administration in charge of defense and foreign affairs.
Yugoslavia, the federation’s name for nearly three-quarters
of a century, is relegated to the history books. …
Yugoslavia, founded in 1918 as the Kingdom of
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, comprised six republics until
the early 1990s, when Slobodan Milosevic presided over
a bloody breakup that saw Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia,
Macedonia and Slovenia secede.
Serbia and Montenegro, tightly knitted for centuries,
opted to stay together as a rump Yugoslav federation.
But the relations between the republics soured,
prompting the EU to mediate the accord last year in an
effort to keep the two together and prevent fresh
upheaval in the volatile region. …

By Chuck Baldwin, Covenant News, 01/31/03
When people demonstrate a perpetual pattern of
gullibility and even willful compliance with evil, one
must wonder what is really the root cause of it all. Is
it ignorance? Is it indifference? Maybe it is personal
ambition or the love of comfort. There is another
possibility: It could be divine delusion.
According to the Scriptures, people who reject
truth are destined to receive “strong delusion”.
They will “believe a lie”.
I am reminded of what my good friend and noted
evangelist of many years, John Hull, recently told me.
He said, “Americans today love being lied to.”
Indeed they do.
Thousands of politicians have made fortunes by lying
to people. Thousands of preachers and merchants are
guilty of the same thing. Americans are deluged with
deception on a daily basis. Deception has become more
than an aberration in the United States; it is an art form.
However, it seems that the majority of the
American people today are quite content at being
deceived. More than that, they seem to gladly choose
to be deceived. This is easily seen by the way most
people react to truth. It is rejected out of hand.
Beyond that, messengers of truth are viciously
and vehemently repudiated and castigated. Truly,
most professing Christians and most Americans today
have “heaped to themselves teachers, having itching
ears; and they have turned away their ears from the
truth, and have turned unto fables.”
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This willingness to accept falsehood could be
explained in part by cowardice or convenience.
However, such massive and universal compliance
suggests something much greater at work.
Could it be that God Himself has sent a “strong
delusion” to America and especially to America’s pulpits?
Could it be that Christians’ willingness to accept, even
practically worship, a presidential administration as
diabolically deceptive as the current one signals “the time
of [America’s] trouble”? It just could be.
RETURN TO AN OLD STANDARD?
By Faisal Islam, The Observer—UK, 2/9/03
The current ascent of gold has been driven by
geopolitical worries. But this year will see a whole new
source of demand open up, and a partial return to the Gold
Standard. An audacious plan, pushed by Malaysia, seeks
to reassert the role of the precious metal in the international
trading system through the minting of ‘gold dinars’.
For Malaysia—and its Prime Minister, Mahathir
Mohamad—it marks a strike back, of sorts, against the
inequities of the global financial system. Malaysia, despite
having a prudent approach to economics, was
unceremoniously dumped by world markets. Mahathir
eschewed the International Monetary Fund’s medicine and
instituted capital controls and a currency peg.
Most world trade is settled using international
currencies, predominantly the dollar, followed by the pound,
yen and euro. Malaysia says that the Middle Eastern and
Asian countries are acutely vulnerable to the exchange rate
with these major currencies. ‘The gold dinar could be an
important facilitating mechanism to help the smaller
countries of the world move away from an inherently
unstable and ultimately unjust global monetary system,’
Mahathir told a conference recently.
The scheme, which is set to be launched in the next
few months, has been coolly received by some central
bankers, who point out that the gold price has its own
supply-and-demand dynamics. But at least part of the
motivation for this mainly Muslim scheme is political—
to provide an alternative to use of the U.S. dollar.
Mahathir believes that the scheme will provide fertile
conditions for stronger economic development in the
underperforming Muslim world.
But the dollar’s current descent and the prospect of
endless growing budget deficits has served up an
economic rationale for an alternative unit of account.
Morocco, Bahrain, Iran and Saudi Arabia have entered
bilateral discussions with Malaysia. There is a real
possibility that the oil markets could propel usage of the
new coin. And there is a British connection too.
The Bank of England holds the gold reserves of
many Middle Eastern nations. Member countries
would settle dinar trade balances every quarter by
transferring gold held at the Bank.
But this move is only part of a generally more
positive attitude towards gold emerging in the East. The
Bank of China has increased its reserves by 205 tonnes
over the past two years. Mongolia, the Philippines and
Kazakhstan have also upped gold reserves.
Some analysts believe new anti-money-laundering
laws have encouraged investors to shift assets from
dollars into gold.
But there may be a simpler explanation. In this
time of uncertainty, people are turning to the one
asset that has symbolised a globally recognised store
of wealth since the Pharoahs.
The three decades since President Nixon took the
dollar off the Gold Standard is still the anomaly in three
millennia of monetary history.— http://www.observer.co.uk/
business/story/0,6903,891682,00.html
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CAFR SCAM ON AMERICAN
TAXPAYERS CONTINUES
By Walter Burien, Rense.com, 2/10/03
Starting in 1946, the plan was put forward to create a
double bookkeeping venture for all levels of government.
The plan was to promote the annual general-services
Budget, and hold back disclosure of the Annual
Financial statement from the public.
By 1979 the plan was well underway with most States
falling into line with the double bookkeeping venture and
the local governments within each state, the Cities,
Counties, School Districts, and Authorities also were now
towing the line with the planed venture.
The Financial Statement of local governments
was and is, the Comprehensive Annual Financial
Report, or CAFR for short.
Link to download most State CAFRs: http://
members.aol.com/_ht_a/cafr1/Listings.html
By 1990 the planned venture allowed those local
governments participating—of which was the majority, over
55,000 local government entities—to show shortfalls on
their General Purpose operating Budget, while at the same
time having from 3 to 11 years of annual operating funds
shown in the overall financial statement, the CAFR.
EXAMPLE: Orange County, California, when over a
decade ago lost $1.3 billion and was crying bankruptcy
towards their general-purpose operating funds, upon a
review of Orange County’s Financial Statement, the CAFR,
it showed Orange County had over $14 billion in profitable
investments which more than offset their $1.3 billion loss.
When this fact came forward in private circles, the
news of Orange County’s loss disappeared from the
press before the public found out about the
profitable investments, and also found out about the
way they were duped into just looking at the loss.
Orange County’s gross mismanagement jeopardized
disclosure of the planed venture that started in 1946 for all
of the others participating in the double bookkeeping of the
Financial Statement Vs the General Purpose operating
Budget. Steps were taken to closely monitor all other local
governments from that point forward so that no other
would grossly mismanage funds—and thus draw scrutiny
to the overall picture of the Financial Statement, the CAFR.
A report of which the public was being kept completely
ignorant of at the directions of the administrators of the
planed venture.
By 1997 most local governments participating in the
double bookkeeping venture, were now generating gross
income that was over 60% NON-TAX-REVENUE.
The equation of this fact was never brought forward
for public comprehension. The planed venture
continued promoting the annual General Purpose
operating Budget of which was supported by 100%
taxation—excluding disclosure to the public of the
revenue, investment return and funds held as shown
in the Financial Statement, the CAFR.
The money involved was massive—and the
participation of the nondisclosure was pervasive.
To orchestrate this type of planed venture—and
develop it into the principle of operation of all local
governments within this country—requires the
systematic inclusion of the primary news media and
organized education, as well as the political heads of
both parties. It became evidently clear that due to the
money involved, you either cooperated with the planed
venture or were removed from your position.
To my knowledge, the only open and conspicuous mention
of any local government’s financial statement, the CAFR by any
network news, was done on July 5th, 1995, by Mary Flanigan,
an ABC network news reporter in Phoenix, Arizona.

Ms. Flanigan in her report gave a close-up camera
shot of the state of Arizona’s 1994 CAFR with the
comment that “The Militias of this country are looking
into massive fraud involving this financial report
completed by all local governments each year.”
Ms. Flanigan’s segment aired on the 10 p.m. broadcast.
The 10 p.m. segment always airs verbatim at 7 a.m. the
following day. In this event, her segment—which
openly mentioned the Arizona State Government
CAFR—was cut from the 7 a.m. re-air segment. The
archived video of that segment was pulled from the ABC
video archives and was not made available for sale.
Mary Flanigan was pulled as an anchor reporter the next
day, but remained with ABC in another capacity.
Mary is, and was an unsung hero. She was the first to
openly mention any local government’s financial statement
[CAFR] in a conspicuous manner on the network news.
CAN YOU OPENLY AND CONSPICUOUSLY
MENTION ANY LOCAL GOVERNMENT’S FINANCIAL
STATEMENT, THE CAFR ON YOUR NETWORK
PROGRAM?
Keep in mind that if a public company promoted their
operating budget to their shareholders and held back their
Annual Financial Report from those shareholders, in
reality, if done by that public company, every director
who participated with that type of fraudulent
nondisclosure would be facing a multi-count indictment
from the SEC and would be convicted, sentenced and
serve very long prison sentences for their participation
and knowledge of the planed nondisclosure. Local
Governments on all levels are doing exactly that.
Openly mention the Annual Financial Report of local
Governments today, the CAFR, on your network program.
When you do, you will see how pervasive the
orchestrated nondisclosure is. Your Network CEOs have
received the State and some City CAFRs for over 25
years. Did you ever hear a peep or mention of it? The
editors of all of the primary news print media have received
copies also for the last 25 years. Ever see the word CAFR
in print? The Deans of all Colleges and Universities have
received it for over 25 years (and sign their own CAFR
each year). Ever heard of it mentioned in school?
To hold back basic fundamental comprehension from
an entire nation since 1946—perpetuating nondisclosure
to the public of all local government’s Financial
Statement, the CAFR—required the participation of
many. But then look at the money involved.
THE MONEY INVOLVED:
Composite government ownership of common
stock (international) is approximately $27 trillion.
Composite government ownership of insurance
equity participation is approximately $14 trillion.
Composite government’s funding of their own
debt approximately $7 trillion.
Composite government Federal and local annual
gross NON-TAX income is approximately $5.1 trillion
(Tax income, Federal and local in 1999, $3.4 trillion).
Or total gross annual income, $8.5 trillion for 1999.
The total personal income for the entire work force of
the nation was $8.2 trillion. SOURCE: Note section
of the 1999 Federal Consolidated Financial Statement.
(The Federal CAFR) Link for downloading of the
FCFS: http://www.fms.treas.gov/fr/backissues.html
As of June 8, 1998, I personally moved forward to
break the ice of government holding back their financial
statement and just promoting their annual budget to the
public. Since that time I have had my children
kidnapped, abused and endangered by local government.
I have suffered many abuses—financial and moral—
based on the intentional and orchestrated attacks on my
person from local government officials in Arizona. But
then they do what they do, due to the money involved.
I have not faltered and continue to bring forward the
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basics to the public. This is not my job, it is yours.
So I, and the rest of the country will see your
willingness to make simple, open, and conspicuous mention
of the most basic and fundamental document of all,
governments Annual Financial Statement, the CAFR.
The equivalents in religious terms would be the
Bible, Koran, or Torah.
Why have we all heard of those documents and
not the CAFR?
Are you a White Knight, or a Black Knight?
Your actions for disclosure or perpetuation of the
nondisclosure will answer that question.
Yours Truly,
Walter J. Burien, Jr., P.O. Box 2112, St. Johns, Arizona 85936
E-mail: WalterBurien@aol.com Tel: 480-229-1234
Home Page: http://members.aol.com/_ht_a/cafr1/
CAFR.html
COMPANY SAYS DEVICE CAN
DETECT MAD COW IN BLOOD
By Stephen Sheldon, Rense.com, 2/10/03
(UPI)—The company, Gradipore, said its Gradiflow
membrane technology can remove infectious prion proteins
from two blood components—gamma globulin and albumin.
Scientists said the device could permit earlier diagnoses
of animals afflicted with these diseases and enable farmers
to isolate and remove infected animals from their herds. In
addition, they said, it might be possible to use the
membrane to detect the human forms of mad cow—known
as Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease (CJD). “This discovery is really
important because if you pick up infectious prions at the
earliest possible stage, while the animal is still alive, then you
can limit the spread of associated diseases and start to
look for a cure,”—Tim Wawn, Chief Operating Officer for
Gradipore, told United Press International.
Wawn said the new technology is the result of
experiments designed, performed and validated in
collaboration with two institutions in Scotland: the National
Blood Transfusion Service, an authority in the field of prion
diagnostics, and Q-One Biotech, of Glasgow, an
independent authority in the design and implementation of
virus, prions and other contaminant validation studies.
Steven Mahler, associate professor in biotechnology at
the University of New South Wales, also acknowledged the
significance of the Gradiflow membrane.
“This discovery is novel and it has huge
potential,” he told UPI.
Prions are proteins that circulate in minute quantities
in the blood. Although scientists are unsure how
this occurs, when prions become diseased, they infect
healthy prions and then congregate in big clumps in
the brain, destroying healthy tissue.
This results in degenerative spongiform
encephalopathy, or DSE, diseases, such as scrapie in sheep
and goats, bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE or madcow disease) in cattle, feline spongiform encephalopathy
(FSE) in cats and Creutzfeldt-Jakob in humans.
All these diseases are transmissible and fatal.
Scrapie, which was first reported in Britain in 1730, has
infected more than 1,000 flocks in the United States since
its first detected case in 1947. Because of the fear of
transmission, farmers often need to cull large numbers of
animals, including healthy animals, to prevent infection.
The prions that cause these conditions occur in such
small quantities in the blood that, until now, they have
eluded detection in blood samples. The only reliable
diagnostic tests for prion disease require extracting brain
tissue, so they can only be performed post-mortem. Such
testing is time-consuming and, due to lead times, can allow
the disease to spread before the condition is discovered.
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Wawn said although it has been known for some time
that Gradiflow could detect viral and bacterial pathogens in
the bloodstream, its ability to detect infectious prion
proteins is new. The membrane unit can vary in size,
depending on flow requirements, but the typical benchtop
unit is about the size of a television set.
When a blood sample is introduced, the unit pulls the
prions through a wafer-like membrane, either by electrical
charge or by varying the size of the holes in the membrane.
Because all proteins have different sizes and
electrical charges—and abnormal prions have a different
size and charge from normal ones—the Gradiflow can
even separate healthy prions from infected ones.
Once separated, the technology concentrates the prions
in sufficient quantities for diagnostic analysis.
Because the Gradiflow can remove prions from the
bloodstream, theoretically if someone with CJD were to
donate blood, the infected prions could be removed and
the blood sample freed from contamination.
Although researchers at the Australian Red Cross
Blood Bank would not comment on the device—or on the
possibility of its use in decontaminating the blood supply
from other dangerous pathogens—industry insiders told
UPI the organization thinks Gradiflow has a lot of merit.
Its most immediate potential benefit, however, is
for the livestock industry.
“The technology means that if you have a herd, you can
take blood samples from each of your animals and verify if
any have diseased prions,” Mahler said. “You don’t have to
kill them all just in case there is potential for infection. It takes
the fear factor out of the decision-making process.”
BUSH PLANS MORE POLICE-STATE
VIOLATIONS OF CONSTITUTION
Buzzflash Guest Contribution, Rense.com, 2/7/03
Secret DOJ Bill To Extend Patriot Act Powers Exposed
PBS’ NOW with Bill Moyers Exposes Secret Draft
Bill from The Department of Justice to Extend Powers
of The Patriot Act...
Tonight, on Friday, February 7 at 9 P.M. on PBS (check
local listings at http://www.pbs.org/now/sched.html), NOW
with Bill Moyers will provide details of a Justice Department
draft of a bill designed to extend the powers of the Patriot Act.
The draft bill was provided exclusively to NOW by the Center
for Public Integrity, [www.publicintegrity.org], which obtained
it from a confidential government source. The document,
entitled the Domestic Security Enhancement Act of 2003,
outlines significant broadening of law enforcement powers,
including domestic intelligence gathering, surveillance, and
law enforcement prerogatives, while decreasing public
access to information and judicial review authority.
Dr. David Cole, Georgetown University Law
professor and author of Terrorism and the Constitution
assessed the document for NOW with Bill Moyers and
the Center for Public Integrity. “I think this is a quite
radical proposal. It authorizes secret arrests. It would
give the Attorney General essentially unchecked
authority to deport anyone who he thought was a
danger to our economic interests. It would strip
citizenship from people for lawful political associations,”
he told NOW’s Roberta Baskin. “And... it has not been
put on the table so there can be a discussion about it.”
NOW interviewed executive director of the Center for
Public Integrity, Charles Lewis, in New York on Thursday.
When asked to gauge the significance of the document
Lewis responded: “It just deepens and broadens, further
extends the first Patriot Act,” he says. “And it’s arguably...
a more thorough rendering of all the things law
enforcement and intelligence agencies would like to have
in a perfect world. I think it’s a very tough document
when it comes to secrecy and surveillance.”
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